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DAYS OF SUSPENSE AND ANXIETY
IN REGARD TO FEDERAL TAXES
ARE AHEAD
THOUSANDS of taxpayers are
being called upon to make
adjustment of tax matters long
thought closed. Many are recogniz
ing the necessity of filing amended
returns.

Returnsfor 1918,’19 and’20
have yet to undergo the searching
final audit. Until this work has been
completed, questions will continue
to arise under the 1918 law. It is
essential that you know your own
and your clients’ rights and liabili
ties thereunder. A knowledge of the
new law and regulations will not
suffice.
The Federal Tax Services of The Corporation Trust Company, for 1921
and 1922, furnish all of the information on the law and regulations required in
preparing new and amended returns. They place at your finger ends the most
precise, unerring knowledge, not only of the law itself, but of every formal
regulation and Treasury Decision, hundreds of informal rulings and precedents,
Supreme Court decisions and decisions of the lower courts. They relieve you
of any insecure dependence on memory. They save you hours, even days,
spent in finding and segregating the exact facts wanted.
Remember, these Services are recognized standard authorities on the
law and official regulations. They have been cited by Federal judges. They
are in constant use by more than 1,000 attaches of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, by the Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve Board and other
Government agencies. They are being depended upon by leading account
ants everywhere for the very latest official information on Federal taxes.

Write today for descriptive matter.
Please mention the Journal of Accountancy.

HE CORPORATION TRUST COMPANY
T
37 Wall Street, New York
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Announcement of New Walton Course
in Federal Income and Profits Tax
Procedure and Accounting
Combined, by Special Arrangement, with

The Corporation Trust Company
Federal Income Tax, and War Tax Services

A Course and Service which gives authoritative and up-to-the-minute
knowledge on Federal Income and Profits Taxation
Special Features of the Walton Course
The Written Lectures in loose-leaf form, are constantly revised as new regulations, rulings, and
court decisions make this necessary, and subscribers receive all revisions made during the year,
and also additional lectures on any new laws enacted.
The Federal Income Tax and War Tax Services of the Corporation Trust Company, which are
included in the Course,place at your finger ends not only the law itself but every official Treasury
Decision and regulation, informal rulings and precedents, and all Supreme Court as well as other
court decisions.
The Lectures (always up-to-date) bring together and discuss at one place all of the decisions, regu
lations, rulings, etc., interpreting or administering the various provisions of the law.
The practical illustrations in the Lectures show the application of the more difficult provisions of
the law. Forms and Schedules are given which afford formulae for working out the most abstruse
statements of the law, reducing their application to a mere mechanical procedure.
Practical work is given in the preparation of income tax returns, on government fac-simile forms,
for individuals, partnerships, corporations, fiduciaries, and affiliated corporations, as well as the
filing of claims for refunds and abatement.
The Value of an Income Tax Course depends upon four important factors:
It must be complete
It must be authoritative
It must be practical
It must be up-to-the-minute

All of these essentials are contained in the Walton Income Tax Course combined with
the Corporation Trust Company Federal Income and War Tax Services.

And nowhere else can this effective combination of Course and Service be secured.
Tuition fee for Walton Course in Federal Income and Profits Tax Procedure and Accounting,
payable monthly.............................................................................................................. $60
Price of Federal Income Tax, and War Tax Services, purchased direct from The Corporation
Trust Company................................................................................................................. $45
Tuition fee of Walton Course, as outlined, including The Corporation Trust Company Federal
Income Tax, and War Tax Services, payable monthly........ ........................................ $90

Write today for our valuable booklet on Income Tax Training

301A-321A
Massasoit Bldg.
Chicago

WaltonSchool
Commerce

23A W. 43rd
Street
New York City
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Elective Courses in ACCOUNTANCY
HE average man aspiring to progress in the profession of account
ancy is often thoroughly efficient along some lines, but feels the
need of special training in other lines.

T

It is not necessary for such a man to enrol for our complete Account
ancy Course in order to qualify for C. P. A. examinations or any other
branch of professional work. He can save time and money by taking
any of the various Special Courses that meet his needs.
Write for Accountancy booklet, fully describing the entire curriculum, with
statement of fees and terms of payment. All instruction under the personal
direction of R. J. Bennett, C. A., C. P. A.

Bennett Accountancy Institute
(Industrial Correspondence University, Inc., Prop.)

1504 Locust Street

Dept. B1276

Philadelphia, Pa.

Biddle Books Essential to Your Success
Mathematics for the Accountant (Second Edi
tion.) By Eugene R. Vinal, A.M., Professor of Ac
counting and Actuarial Science, Northeastern Col
lege, Boston. This book is extremely popular with
both students and practising accountants. Difficult
accounting problems are reduced to a basis of
arithmetic and common sense. Complete with loga
rithmic tables......................................................... $3.00
Accounting; Principles and. Practice, Vol. I.

By G. E. Bennett, C.P.A., Head of the Accounting
Department of Syracuse University. An ideal first
year text which lays the foundations of accounting
in a scientific and understandable manner. . . . .$3.00

Accounting: Principles and Practice, Vol. II.

Written by the author of Vol. I, this book continues
the work of Vol. I and includes partnership account
ing, felling agency and branch accounting, shipment
and consignment accounts, fiduciary accounting,
etc............................................................................... $3.00

Business Letter Writing.

By Alexander M.
Candee, Advertising Manager, National Enameling
and Stamping Co. Used by leading business schools
and colleges throughout the country. The author’s
analysis of the psychological appeal of a business
letter is of special interest at the present time. .$3.00

Personal Selling. By Wesley A. Stanger, Sales
Manager for Thomas A. Edison, “Ediphone,” New
York. Discusses, among other things, the person
ality of the salesman, requirements for success, solici
tation, prospects, meeting competition, meeting ob
jections, and closing the deal. Indispensable to sales
men and sales managers during a business depres
sion ......................................................................... $3.00

The Modern Foreman. By Robert Grimshaw, M.E.,
an industrial engineer of many years’ experience in
this country and Europe.
Manufacturers the
country over are striving to reduce production costs.
Mr. Grimshaw tells how to stop the leaks and gain
greater efficiency in the factory. A book for the
factory manager as well as the shop foreman. .$2.50

How to Make Good.

By Alfred T. Hemingway.
“The Secret of Commercial Success.” A virile mes
sage, delivered by a man of wide business experience
and intimate contact with his fellow men. Cloth
edition .................................................................... $1.00
Gift edition, handsomely bound and boxed. . . .$2.00

Biddle Business Publications, Inc.
19 West 44th Street

(Dept. J12)

New York City
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In the ledgers of the Darien Scheme, a famous
Scotch trading company of 1696, long accounts,
like stories in a modern fiction magazine, are con
tinued from page to page throughout the book.
With modern Loose Leaf systems, accounts
are never broken up, because new pages may be
inserted in the ledger wherever needed.
You insert new pages in the National Loose
Leaf Ledgers with the greatest ease—one light
turn of a key releases the sheets from the grip
of the locking device, your new page is slipped
in, then the book is as quickly locked again.
National Loose Leaf Books are used by such
firms as American Telegraph and Telephone
Company, R. H. Macy & Co., Worthington
Pump & Machinery Company. Ask your sta
tioner to show you our Royal Loose Leaf
Ledger, Series 8100. Its chassis is the strongest
made; its mechanical features include hinge
lugs, bridge plates, bronze bearings and the
National flat key. Cowhide and corduroy bind
ing, ruled sheets of Yorkshire Ledger paper.
Look for This Trade Mark When You Buy

NATIONAL

Every accountant and every purchasing
agent ought to have our book, “Ready
Records for Accounting.” It’s free—
ask your stationer for a copy. If he
cannot supply you, write us.
Ledgers
Ledger Sheets
Post Binders
Sheet Holders
Bank Forms
Price Books
Ring Binders
Columnar Sheets
Commercial Forms
Memorandum Books
Students’ Note-Books

Roy a

Loose Leaf

Ledger

Loose Leaf and Bound Books
NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COMPANY
107 RIVERSIDE, HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
© 1921, National Blank Book Co.
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A New Profession Beckons to
Accountants
MERICAN industry is recovering Why not take advantage of this de
.from the depression that followed mand and put yourself in the “big
money class” by studying the new pro
the war. It is “coming back” strong.
of “Industrial Engineering and
A noticeable symptom of this comefession

Management
”?
back is the demand for Management
Engineers—men who have been trained This is a fascinating profession—and
to visualize the operations of every de it is not overcrowded. It appeals par
partment of an industrial plant—men ticularly to the accountant because he
who have the vision to plan for more already has that analytical knowledge
efficient production and put their plans of facts and figures which serves as
the essential basis in the profession of
into practice.
Industrial Engineering.
Ordinary labor—clerical and manual—
You
will ask for definite proof of the
is a drug on the market. But Managers
practical
benefit which other account
are at a premium. They simply must
ants
have
received from a study of
be found.
Industrial Management through the
There is a tremendous demand for Factory Management Course Service.
both the advisory counsel of an Indus Here are two cases—the names will
trial Engineer and for the executive be gladly given to you if you are in
services of an Industrial Manager.
terested.

A

Enrolled, August 28, 1918
Position, Cost Accountant
Salary, $3,600 per annum
TO-DAY
Position, Comptroller
Salary, $12,000 per annum

Enrolled, February 15, 1918
Position, Cost Accountant
Salary, $3,000 per annum
TO-DAY
Position, Comptroller
Salary, $13,500 per annum

Start today to capitalize your training
in accountancy by supplementing it
with a sound manufacturing education.
A thorough understanding of the con
trol and operation of men—methods—
material and equipment. Equip your
self to hold a high-salaried managerial
position or to join the staff of an en
gineering firm as a specialist in pro
duction problems.
Learn to speak the manufacturer’s lan
guage. Learn to analyze power costs
and tool expenses; the relation between
machine activity and idle capacity;
constant and variable expenses, etc.
Act today! Remember that 150 of the
last 1,000 men to enroll with the Insti
tute are

Follow their example, and tear off the
coupon below. It will bring you a free
copy of—

“Thinking Beyond Your Job”
—the illustrated book which tells you
all about the “Factory Management
Course and Service” and what it has
done for accountants just like yourself.

Industrial Extension Institute
Nine East 45th Street
New York City

Send me “Thinking Beyond
Your Job’’ without obligation
Name........ ..................................................
Home Address_____
Position...... ...... ........... ........ ..... ............. ........

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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What Are
Capital Assets
Under the New Revenue Act?
UNDER the new law this is one of the many difficult questions you will have to decide.
The law provides that only 40% of the net gain from the sale of capital assets is taxable
income. But the law does not clearly define capital assets. You must decide—and decide
correctly—in each case.
Will your tax service help you interpret this question, or will it give you only official in
formation? You will find not only the official information, but also a clear explanation of
this point in the new 1922

Prentice-Hall
Federal Tax Service
In addition to the complete text of the law, rulings, decisions, etc., this service gives you
sound editorial advice as to the correct interpretation of all obscure provisions. It explains
their exact application in specific instances. This advice can be found in no other service.
It supplies you with specimen returns for individuals and corporations, and also for the capital
stock tax. These illustrate every difficult point.
Another distinctive feature is the arrangement of the service. You don’t have to look in one
place for the law itself, in another for treasury rulings, and in a third for court decisions.
Every bit of information on each subject is in one place. Locating information is as simple
and quick as using the dictionary.

The service is $60 a year—less than 17 cents a day. In time saved alone it will more
than pay for itself.

Let it do so.
Use the form below.

PRENTICE-HALL, Inc.,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Please enter my order for the 1922 Federal Tax Service for which I will send you $60 in
full payment within thirty days from its delivery.

Name...............................................................................

Street ...............................................................................
City..........................................................,............................................State.......................................

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Our New Catalogue
Will Interest You
If you are looking for an accountancy training that pro
duces results, you will want to read our latest catalogue,
just off the press. It shows you how and why VannaisTrained Certified Public Accountants have achieved such
an unusual record

Read this catalogue and you will understand the two
underlying reasons for the success of Vannais-Trained
men: careful selection of the men we accept for training,
and careful attention to the individual needs of each man,
taking into consideration his knowledge, ability and ex
perience.
Vannais Training attracts the busy man because he re
ceives instruction that is based upon up-to-date practical
problems, with all unnecessary detail eliminated. He is
taught accountancy in all its phases in an inter-related
manner, and also taught the direct influence each phase
has on the others.

The man who selects Vannais Training receives instruction
arranged exclusively for correspondence study. He is fur
nished authoritative reference manuals by Esquerré,
Montgomery, Crane, Nicholson-Rohrbach and Conyng
ton.

Vannais Training has stood the most rigid official tests—
the tests of the C. P. A. examination. Write for our new
catalogue to give you the details, and include in your in
quiry a brief statement of your experience and aim.
A knowledge of double-entry book
keeping is necessary for enrolment.

The Vannais Accounting Institute, Inc.
30 Asylum Street, Hartford, Connecticut
150 Nassau Street
New York City
5 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago

50 Congress Street
Boston
VANNAIS

237 Plymouth Building
Minneapolis

Address Your Inquiry to Hartford Office, Section “A”
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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American Institute of Accountants
BOARD OF EXAMINERS
Examination in Auditing
NOVEMBER 15, 1921, 9 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.

Answer all the following questions:

1. Name and describe the principal groups in which the finan
cial transactions of a municipality are summarized in its
annual statement.
2. In auditing the books of the Moving Picture Producing
Company you find the total balance due from customers
as shown by the controlling account in the general
ledger is less than half the total debit balances shown by
the list you have taken from the customers’ ledger.
What does this indicate? How should the facts be
shown on the balance-sheet?

3. What are the principal objects for which auditors’ work
ing-sheets are made and preserved?
4. Entering upon the audit of the A. B. C. Co. you are handed
the general books of account. You learn that the com
pany has several departments and practically owns
several subsidiary companies. State what influence this
knowledge would have upon you in respect to proving
the accuracy of the trial balance given to you, what
steps you would take, and why.

5. State what you conceive to be the legal duties, responsi
bilities and liabilities of the professional auditor.
6. Describe a good method of keeping a detailed record of
(a) salaries paid, (b) wages paid.
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7. State what particular matters should be ascertained and
verified in auditing the revenue and expense accounts of
(a) Shipping companies;
(b) Taxicab companies.

8. One of the larger church denominations in the United
States now requires the annual statements of its parishes
to be audited by a certified public accountant. Bearing
in mind that in the majority of parishes the church
treasurer is custodian of all the church funds, disburses
them practically at will and keeps the church books him
self, how would you proceed to audit his annual report?
9. State in detail how you would proceed to audit the ac
counts of a bank.

10. In what circumstances should paid cheques be treated as
vouchers? Are cheques always proper and sufficient
vouchers for purchases? Give reasons.

Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice
PART I.
NOVEMBER 15, 1921, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
Answer any two of the first three problems:

1. At December 31,1919, after closing the books, a balance-sheet
of the A Company was submitted to a meeting of the board
of directors. The statement showed an authorized capital
ization of $100,000.00, divided into 1,000 shares, of which
800 had been issued at par value, and a surplus account of
$23,000.00. The directors declared a 7 per cent. dividend,
payable February 1st to stockholders of record January 15th.
Immediately following the meeting on December 31st, the B
Company purchased for cash 90 per cent. of the outstand
ing stock of the A Company at 130, and the stock was
registered in the name of the B Company on the A Com
pany’s books.
The dividend was paid by Company A on February 1st.
On June 30,1920, the A Company closed its books and found
that it had made a profit of $12,000.00 for the half year.
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On July 1, 1920, the directors of the A Company authorized
the sale of the unissued stock at 120, to be subscribed and
paid for by the stockholders at that date in amounts pro
portionate to their present holdings. All of the stock was
accordingly issued and paid for at that date.
A dividend of 4 per cent. was declared on July 3, 1920, and
paid on July 15th. The dividend was applicable to the entire
stock issue.
The books of Company A were closed at December 31, 1920,
and the profits for the half year were found to be $13,500.00.
The B Company took up its proportion of the subsidiary’s
earnings on June 30th and December 31st, respectively,
before closing its own books. Dividends declared after the
acquisition of the stock were treated as a reduction of the
investment account.
(a) You are asked to prepare journal entries for these trans
actions as they would appear on the books of Company B.
Consolidated balance-sheets were prepared on:
December 31, 1919, immediately following the first stock
purchase;
July 1, 1920, immediately following the second stock
purchase;
December 31, 1920.
(b) State as to each consolidated balance-sheet:
(1) The amount of goodwill appearing therein, assuming that
the books of Company A showed a goodwill account of
$10,000.00 at each date, and that there was no goodwill
account on Company B’s books.
(2) The minority interest.
(3) The consolidated surplus, assuming that Company B’s
books showed surplus of
$46,000.00 at December 31, 1919.
57,000.00 at July 1, 1920.
68,000.00 at December 31, 1920.

2. The M Company of New York started in business on Jan
uary 1, 1920, manufacturing a patented article. It entered
into a contract with the S Company of Chicago. This
contract contained the following provisions:
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(a) The S Company shall have the exclusive right to sell the
M Company’s product.
(b) All goods manufactured by the M Company during the
month shall be shipped to the S Company on or before the
last day of the month.
(c) All goods shall be shipped on consignment and be
billed to the S Company at 120 per cent. of the estimated
cost of manufacture.
(d) Cost of manufacture shall include all material, labor and
manufacturing expenses, to which shall be added 6 per cent.
interest on the M Company’s investment in plant assets
used in manufacturing.
(e) The S Company shall remit as an advance 60 per cent.
of the billed price of the goods on receipt thereof. The
remainder of the billed price shall be remitted as soon as
the goods are sold. The S Company may sell at any price
it chooses, above the billed price, the excess being the profit
of the S Company.
(f) Records shall be kept on the M Company’s books as
follows:
Consignments shall be charged to “S Company, con
signee,” and credited to “Consignments outward” at
billed prices (i.e., estimated cost including interest,
plus 20 per cent.).
Advances shall be credited to "S Company, advances.”
Sales reported by the S Company shall be recorded as
follows:
Debit “S Company” and credit “Sales” at billed
prices;
Transfer from “S Company, advances” to “S Com
pany” the advances applicable to goods sold;
Credit “S Company” with remittances in final set
tlement.
(g) At the end of the year, the M Company shall ascertain
the true manufacturing cost to which has been added 6
per cent. interest on plant assets, as well as 20 per cent. of
the total so obtained to determine the adjusted bill prices,
and shall make the following adjustments:
Raise or lower the balances of the “S Company, con
signee” and the “Consignments outward” accounts to
the adjusted billed price of goods unsold.
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Adjust the “Advances” account so that its balance shall
be 60 per cent, of the adjusted billed price of goods
received by the S Company and still unsold, offsetting
entry to be made in the “S Company” account.
Adjust the sales account and the “S Company” account
for any discrepancy between the estimated and ad
justed billed prices of goods sold.
Any balance in the “S Company” account, after making these
adjustments, shall be due immediately by or to the M
Company.
At December 31, 1920, the M Company’s trial balance in
cluded the following balances:
Manufacturing account (after closing thereto all
manufacturing accounts as well as interest
on plant assets) .......................................... $180,000
Interest on plant assets ..........................................
$ 3,000
S Company, consignee ............................................
240,000
Consignments outward (total for the year) ....
240,000
S Company advances (advances received less
those applied in settlement for sales) ..
18,000
S Company (account balances and is closed)
Sales ......................................................................
170,000

The M Company has shipped all goods manufactured.
The S Company has paid all advances on goods received and
made settlement at estimated billed prices for all goods
sold.
Make the adjusting entries required in (g) above.
State the gross profit of the M Company on sales made
by the S Company.
Determine the inventory of unsold goods at true manu
facturing cost.

ACTUARIAL (Optional)

3. The federal estate tax imposes “a tax equal to the sum of
the following percentages of the value of the net estate:
“1 per centum of the amount of the net estate not in
excess of $50,000;
“2 per centum of the amount by which the net estate
exceeds $50,000 and does not exceed $150,000;
“3 per centum of the amount by which the net estate
exceeds $150,000 and does not exceed $250,000.”
The rates are further graduated up to 25 per cent.
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The net estate is computed by determining the gross estate
and making deductions for liabilities, funeral and adminis
tration expenses and an exemption for $50,000.
The regulations provide that when the decedent was entitled
to receive an annuity of a definite amount during
a specified number of years and the right constitutes an
asset of his estate, the present worth of the annuity at the
time of the decedent’s death must be computed on a four
per cent. basis and be included in the gross estate.
The regulations further provide that when the decedent pos
sessed a remainder interest in property subject to an estate
for a term of years, and such interest constituted an asset
of his estate, the present worth of the remainder interest
at the time of his death must be computed on a four per
cent. basis and be included in the gross estate.
George Smith died on January 1, 1921. His estate con
sisted of:
Sundry real and personal property valued at
$215,000.00;
An annuity of $10,000 per annum, payable at
December 31st for a period of twenty years, the
tenth payment of which was received on December
31, 1920;
A remainder interest in a fund of $40,000, subject
to an estate for fifteen years. This estate will
terminate on December 31, 1930.
Liabilities and expenses totaled $35,000.
Present value at 4 per cent. of one dollar due 10 years
hence = .675564.
Compute the estate tax.

Answer all the following questions:
4. It has been recently urged that if the replacement cost of
fixed assets is greatly in excess of their cost, depreciation
should be computed on replacement values, so that the
reserve for depreciation will be equal to the replacement
value when the time arrives for abandoning the old prop
erty and acquiring new. It is contended that if this pro
cedure is followed the company will have sufficient cash to
make replacements without impairing the capital. State
your opinion in regard to this matter.
406
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5. A corporation has an issue of $100,000 of cumulative pre
ferred stock bearing 6 per cent, dividends. No dividends
have been paid for two years. How would you disclose
the facts in a balance-sheet dated December 31, 1920, if
(a) A dividend of $12,000 on the preferred stock was de
clared on December 27th, payable January 15th, and there
is a remaining surplus of $5,000 ?
(b) No dividends have been declared and there is a surplus
of $17,000?
(c) No dividends have been declared and there is a surplus
of $4,000?
(d) No dividends have been declared and there is a deficit
of $7,000?
6. At December 31, 1920, a company priced its inventory at the
market value at that date, which was considerably less
than cost. At a meeting of the board of directors, held
prior to closing the books for 1920, the probability of a
further market decline in 1921 was discussed, and it was
decided that some provision should be made for this con
tingency. State whether you think such a provision is
necessary or not; how you would make such provision;
and what the effect would be on the profits for 1920.

Examination in Commercial Law
NOVEMBER 16, 1921, 9 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Give reasons for all answers.
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

Answer three of the following four questions:
1. A made the following promissory note to B:
“January 31, 1909. I, A, hereby acknowledge my indebtedness
to B for services rendered by him for which I promise to pay
to B the sum of ten thousand dollars; and in the event of my
death I direct the payment of this sum out of the funds of
my estate. (Signed) A.”

In 1911, before A’s death, B made demand for payment,
payment was refused and suit brought. Could B recover?
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2. G, holding himself out as the representative of one Lieut X,
head of a navy tuberculosis camp, obtained from A a
cheque for $100.00 to the order of Lieut. X as a contri
bution to the camp fund. G endorsed the cheque with the
name “Lieut. X” and obtained the cash thereon from B.
A later ascertained that there was no such person as
Lieut. X and that there was no such camp fund as was
alleged by G. A therefore directed his bank to refuse
payment of the cheque when presented. This direction the
bank carried out. B thereupon brought action on the
cheque to recover from A. Could he succeed?
3. What is the effect when a holder of a cheque procures its
certification by the bank on which it is drawn?
4. A opened an account with the X Trust Company in Novem
ber, 1919, by a deposit of $75,000. On December 29, 1919,
the bank paid out of the account $5,000 on a cheque on
which A’s signature had been forged. On January 2, 1920,
A receipted for a statement of the account by the bank and
for 18 vouchers or canceled cheques attached thereto, one
of which was the forged cheque. As A customarily dele
gated to his secretary the work of examining statements
and keeping the cheque-book, the forgery was not imme
diately discovered. In March, 1921, the forgery was dis
covered by A through the report by the bank of an over
draft of the account. The bank refused to make good on
the forged cheque and A sued. Did the bank have any
defense ?
CONTRACTS

Answer two of the following three questions:
5. Under the uniform sales law what remedies may the buyer
invoke, at his election, for breach of warranty?
6. When is a contract said to be entire? When separable?
7. On August 11, 1921, C. N. Russell bargained with John
McCarty for the purchase of 400 bushels of corn, being
part of about 4,000 bushels then owned by McCarty and
stored in a certain grain elevator. The price was agreed
upon, paid by Russell to McCarty and receipt therefor
given. In addition McCarty gave Russell an order di
rected to the elevator company directing it to deliver 400
bushels of corn to Russell. Russell gave the order to his
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agent with directions to deliver it to the captain of a cer
tain steamship expected to arrive the next day to take the
400 bushels of corn on board. The next morning before
the arrival of the steamship and the presentation of the
order to the elevator company, the elevator and contents
were destroyed by fire. Russell afterwards brought suit
to recover the purchase price from McCarty. What would
be your decision on such suit?
PARTNERSHIP

Answer one of the following two questions:
8. In May, 1921, the firm of Baxter, Brady & Childs made a
promissory note to A. W. Voorhis. Childs, a member of
the firm, died in July, 1921, and in September, 1921, the
note being due and unpaid, Voorhis brought action against
Baxter, Brady and the executor of the deceased partner
Childs. Did the executor have any defense to the action?
9. In January, 1918, A, B, and C entered into a partnership
agreement for the purpose of bringing about the sale on
a commission basis of a large manufacturing plant, each
of the three to share equally in any commissions earned
and no time limit being expressed in the agreement. A
having the closest personal relations with the owners of
the plant, entered into negotiations which continued with
incidental assistance from B and C through 1918, 1919
and part of 1920. Due to differences of opinion among
the owners of the plant the negotiations were not suc
cessful, and in March, 1920, the owners wrote to A that
they had decided not to entertain a proposition for sale at
that time. B and C, upon considering this letter, wrote
A that, as they deemed the negotiations closed, the agree
ment of January, 1918, between the three must be con
sidered terminated. A then wrote to B and C stating that
before terminating the agreement he desired a further con
ference between the three. To this letter neither B nor C
replied. In August, 1920, B and C started negotiations,
brought about a sale of the plant and received as commis
sions the sum of $60,000. A thereupon sued B and C
under the agreement of January, 1918, for a partnership
accounting and for one-third of the commissions earned.
Could A recover?
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CORPORATIONS

Answer both the following questions:
10. You render services connected with the reorganization of a
corporation. These services are fairly and reasonably
worth $5,000, and you render a bill to the reorganized
corporation for that amount. At the request of the direc
tors, you accept instead of cash 100 shares of the stock
of the corporation, the shares being of the par value of
$100 each, (a) Is the issuance of the stock by the cor
poration proper? (b) Do you incur any liability by your
acceptance ?
11. A resolution of the X Corporation provided that all cheques
should be signed by the treasurer and countersigned by
the president or a director. The treasurer by a series of
ingenious excuses obtained the countersignature by cer
tain of the directors of various cheques payable to “cash”
or to “bearer.” These cheques he misappropriated and
turned to his own personal use. The corporation upon dis
covery of the misappropriation demanded that the direc
tors involved make good the amounts lost. Could the
directors be compelled to comply with the demand?
BANKRUPTCY

Answer the following question:
12. (a) What is meant by the term “voluntary bankrupt”?
(b) Who may become a voluntary bankrupt?
FEDERAL INCOME TAX

Answer the following question:
13. What is meant by the term “personal service corporation”
and how are the earnings of such corporations taxed?

Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice
PART II.
NOVEMBER 16, 1921, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
Answer all the following questions:
1. Companies A, B and C were all organized during the year
1918, A and B being engaged in manufacturing, while
C acted as selling agent for B at a distant point. The
capital stock of C is owned entirely by B, having been
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acquired at the organization of C and paid for in cash
at par. The capital stock of A and B is owned entirely
by John Doe, Richard Roe and Mary Roe in equal pro
portions (one-third in each company). No dividends
were paid by either of the three companies during 1920.
It may be assumed that the miscellaneous investments
shown on the balance-sheet of the one company and the
gross assets of all three corporations remained the same
during the year 1920.
Below are shown the balance-sheets of the three companies
as at December 31, 1919:
BALANCE-SHEET—COMPANY A—DECEMBER 31, 1919
Assets
Liabilities
Capital assets:
Capital stock .................... $150,000.00
Real estate, buildings
Current liabilities:
and machinery (less
Notes and accounts
reserve for deprecia
payable ................. 50,000.00
tion) ........................$100,000.00
Surplus ............................. 30,000.00
Current assets:
Inventory of raw and
finished materials ... 50,000.00
Accounts receivable ... 15,000.00
Cash ............................... 10,000.00
Liberty bonds (fourth
4¼s) .......................... 50,000.00
Deferred charges:
Prepaid insurance and
taxes ......................
5,000.00
$230,000.00

$230,000.00

BALANCE-SHEET—COMPANY B—DECEMBER 31, 1919
Assets
Liabilities
Capital assets:
Capital stock .................... $250,000.00
Real estate, buildings
Current liabilities:
and machinery (less
Notes payable .............. 50,000.00
reserve for deprecia
Accounts payable ........ 10,000.00
tion) ........................ $200,000.00
Surplus ............................. 65,000.00
Current assets:
Inventory of raw and
finished materials .. 75,000.00
Accounts receivable ... 15,000.00
Cash ...............................
5,000.00
Investments:
In Company C (at cost) 25,000.00
Miscellaneous
stocks
(domestic) ........... 50,000.00
Deferred charges:
Prepaid insurance and
taxes .......................
5,000.00

$375,000.00
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BALANCE-SHEET—COMPANY C—DECEMBER 31, 1919
Assets
Liabilities
Current assets:
Capital stock ...................... $25,000.00
Inventory ..................... $35,000.00 Current liabilities:
Cash ..............................
9,500.00
Accounts payable (to
Deferred charges:
Company B) ............ 10,000.00
Prepaid taxes .............
500.00
Miscellaneous ...............
5,000.00
Surplus ..............................
5,000.00
$45,000.00

$45,000.00

The net income for the year 1920, carried to surplus (per
books), was as follows:
Company A................................. $20,000.00
“
B ................................. 25,000.00
“
C .................................
5,000.00

$50,000.00

The following items appear in the respective profit-andloss accounts for the year 1920:
Company A
Income and profits taxes paid
for 1919 ........................ $1,500.00
Interest accrued on Liberty
bonds ............................. 2,125.00
Interest paid on indebtedness
incurred to carry Liberty
bonds ............................. 3,000.00
Capital additions charged to
profit and loss .............. 1,000.00
Dividends received from mis
cellaneous investments ....

Company B

Company C

$2,000.00

750.00

3,000.00

Prepare balance-sheet as at December 31, 1919, for tax
purposes, and also statements showing (1) the deter
mination of the net taxable income of the group,
(2) calculation of invested capital and (3) calculation
of income and profits taxes payable by the group for
the year 1920.

2. “A” (a silk mill in New Jersey), “B” (salesman represent
ing “C”) and “C” (commercial bankers in New York)
entered into an agreement to manufacture and sell a
number of pieces of special quality silk, each to share
one-third of the profit of the “venture.”
“C” was to furnish the raw material, pay the dyeing and
finishing bills and (having control of the sales) to
deduct from the accounts of sales certain percentages
for discount and commission and charge interest on
advances. “A” was to weave the materials and charge
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the woven goods at cost. The difference between the
value of the raw material and the woven goods (manipu
lation) was also to be paid by “C.” All woven goods
were to be transferred immediately upon completion to
“C” (New York). There was no work in process at
end of year.
It was desired to know the result of the “venture” as at
June 30, 1921, the record of transactions relative thereto
at that date being as follows:
Raw silk purchased by “C” and sent to mill (“A”)............ $51,814.65
Weaving (manipulation) ....................................................... 14,201.28
(of which $12,811.31 has been paid by “C” to “A”)
Dyeing and finishing bills paid by “C” ...............................
6,245.58
Shipments of finished goods from mill “A” to New
York (“C”) ......................................................................... 59,447.82
Sales (gross), finished product, by New York (“C”).... 58,659.24
Interest on advances
charged by “C”.......................
1,338.16
Discounts on sales
“
“
“C”.......................
3,500.39
Commission and guarantee “
“
“C”.......................
4,122.52
Amount paid by “C” to “A” on account of anticipated profit 1,900.00
Value of raw material, etc., at mill—June 30, 1921.... $ 9,476.99
Value of finished goods in New York—June 30, 1921.... 24,746.59

From the foregoing, prepare manufacturing account, trad
ing and profit-and-loss accounts and the accounts of
“A,” “B” and “C,” respectively.
3. The M. & N. Piano Company, manufacturing various
styles of pianos but keeping no established cost records,
desires to know the basic unit cost of the instruments
manufactured during the year.
The company furnishes the following data, which are
verified from sundry bills and other records:
Number
Style
manufactured
A ......................................
166
B ......................................
212
C ......................................
267
D ......................................
177
E ......................................
148
F ......................................
56
G ......................................
92
H ......................................
30
J ......................................
242
K ......................................
93
L ......................................
94
M ......................................
96
S ......................................
73
X (player) .....................
786

2,532
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Additional cost
per instrument
$ .00
.15
.45
.80
.85
.90
5.68
1.20
2.04
2.44
4.39
5.51
17.66
84.31
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The total cost of production for the year, as shown by the
manufacturing account, was $270,344.85.
The basic unit cost for the year preceding was $82.29437,
for the current year it is expected to be considerably less.
(a) Prepare the statements required, explaining in addi
tion how you would determine the total cost of each
style, and submit your conclusions in a formal report to
the company.
(b) How would you value finished units, say, for illus
tration, style G, in the inventory for balance-sheet pur
poses at the end of the year?

4. What are the main purposes and advantages of modern
cost accounting?
5. The federal government permits a real-estate company
receiving the proceeds of the sale of its land in instal
ments to report its income on the basis of instalments
received and to take credit for that proportion of the
cost of sales which the instalments paid bear to the
total selling price.
What method would you suggest for recording the unre
ported income and cost?
6. A corporation has a number of investments in stocks and
bonds which are listed and have a definite market price
from day to day. It carries them at their cost prices in
the ledger and wishes to retain these cost prices and,
at the same time, to have them shown in the monthly
balance-sheet at the market prices.
State a convenient method of doing this without changing
the cost values in the ledger.
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Principles of Interpretation of
Accounting Data
By Frederick A. Thulin

The writer, in his practice, upon the completion of an annual
audit, customarily offers the suggestion to his client, that he will
be glad to appear before the board of directors or the annual
meeting of the stockholders and orally amplify and analyze the
audit report. The suggestion is usually readily accepted by the
client. Furthermore the writer is of the opinion that if the public
accountant would more generally follow a procedure of this
nature, the public accounting profession would be giving a dis
tinction to accounting service that the cold report can never give.
Under the English companies act, it is compulsory to submit
the annual audit report at the annual meeting of the stockholders,
but the suggestion herein set forth is carrying the English legis
lative requirement a step further.
Inasmuch as the analysis of figures should be imaginative or
interpretive, at least of the past and present and, in a general way,
of the future; and inasmuch as accountancy is scientifically
classified as a branch of economics, the public accountant should
be in an excellent position to present a many-sided analysis of a
business. The writer proposes therefore to outline a plan of
analysis, embodying principles of which the public accountant has
knowledge but frequently neglects to apply.
The presentation of accounting and related data can be classi
fied as follows:
I. The analysis of the balance-sheet, with a view of
determining the present financial condition of
the client.
II. The analysis of the profit-and-loss statement
with a view of determining the condition of the
operations.
III. Forecasting on the basis of business statistics
and general economic principles.
IV. General comments.
Analysis of the Balance-sheet
The writer in this discussion assumes the balance-sheet to be
properly set up, to wit: reserves of all kinds are adequate, the
correct nomenclature of accounts is used, etc.—in fact, that the
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general principles set out particularly in the recommendations of
the American Institute of Accountants to the federal reserve board
have been followed.
Under American banking practice, a rule of thumb has de
veloped to determine present, sound, financial condition—as
regards working capital, a rule which over a long period of years
of banking practice has justified itself and proved itself sound.
The before-mentioned bankers’ test and one that can be readily
adopted by the public accountant is briefly this:
“A business presumptively is in a good financial condition,
to wit: has sufficient working capital, if its current assets in
relation to its current liabilities are approximately 200 per
cent., or greater.”
But to determine financial condition, the public accountant
must analyze the balance-sheet further. There may be certain
factors of omission and inclusion that should be noted, generally
of the following nature, before any definitive opinion can be
rendered:
The accounts receivable personal, particularly if of any
moment and if the reasonable expectation for the liquidation of
such accounts is through the medium of a dividend declaration,
or if the liquidation will be haphazard, should not be included in
current assets.
Investments, although having a restricted market value, if
sound, can legitimately appear in the classification of current, i.e.,
convertible assets of a going business. In America some of our
corporations have adopted in a minor way the practice of many
of the French establishments, the building up of an investment
account sufficiently large to guarantee earnings on the stock of
the company.
Ordinarily, fixed assets such as land, buildings, machinery,
etc., are excluded from the calculation determining financial con
dition, the reason being that the liquidation of such assets is a
business liquidation convertibility and not a convertibility to cash
of the assets of a going business. If, however, a fixed asset has
a ready market and its convertibility will not be a violation of the
rule before mentioned, to wit: a business liquidation convertibility,
such an asset can be included in the computation of financial worth.
An asset of this character would necessarily be an excess fixed
asset.
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The writer has analyzed many businesses in which the fixed
assets have a substantial value, but such assets without a financing
programme of convertibility such as a bond or note issue, did not
place the business in the position where the accountant was able
to state to the board of directors or stockholders:
“Your company does not need further working capital
with the present state of its liabilities.”
The inventory—purposely discussed last—is logically a current
asset. The transition from inventory to accounts receivable to
cash in theory is accomplished in the period of time pertinent to
the business under consideration.
Inasmuch, however, as an inventory may be somewhat frozen,
i. e., not make the transition according to schedule, the accountant
should note that fact before determining what weight should be
given to the slow turnover.
The turnover that should roughly obtain for a particular
business can usually be obtained by a study of the preceding years
of the business, from trade bodies or associations of commerce or
by a special report from some trustworthy business information
service, that has gathered statistics on the particular line of
business and can be qualified by the accountant to the individual
case under consideration.
An inventory therefore that is not moving normally, in the
same manner as accounts receivable that are not paid normally, is
a factor that, if substantial enough, will necessitate a reduction
of the inventory asset or the use of a larger ratio in determining
financial position.
The analysis to which the current liabilities of a business
should be subjected can be summed up thus:
Are there any liabilities of the business over which the
proprietorship of the business has control? If so, the liabilities
are ordinarily functioning as capital liabilities, and, in com
menting on such liabilities, the public accountant should make
recommendations for a conversion to the capital or fixed
liability classification or should otherwise take notice thereof
in his comments.
Accounts or notes payable, over which a business has control,
to wit: can determine the maturity thereof, are ordinarily met with
in closed corporations, where in the expansion of the business
capital was needed, or where at the inception of the business,
insufficient capital was contributed, and to meet further capital
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requirements, the stockholders or directors advanced the requisite
funds. Advances of the foregoing nature are not expected to be
liquidated in the same manner as the ordinary trade or bank debt
and the recommendation before-mentioned is usually appropriate.
The fixed liability, the funded debt, ordinarily is not taken
into consideration in analyzing financial worth. However, all or
a portion of the fixed liability may mature within a period of time
after the date of the balance-sheet whereby the original character
of a fixed liability is changed to that of a current liability. If the
maturing liability is of sufficient proportion to warrant the
inference that a refunding and not a liquidation is contemplated,
there will be no need for the public accountant to analyze financial
worth by including such liability in the current liabilities. The
public accountant, however, should comment on the preparation
made for refunding.
The bankers’ ratio to demonstrate current financial position
is predicated on the theory that the translation of inventory and
attendant expenses of business to accounts receivable and the
payment thereof is not contemporaneous with the maturity dates
of the obligations of the business, the latter preceding the former
in point of time.
Therefore in many businesses, particularly the instalment
business and foreign trade, the difference in time between payment
of receivables and maturity of obligations may be so pronounced
that the ratio ordinarily indicative of sound financial position may
not actually demonstrate sufficiency of cash working capital. A
larger ratio may be necessary. The remedy in a situation of the
foregoing nature is to convert such assets by discounting them or
to create a fixed liability using such assets as collateral security.
As the writer has indicated, the bankers’ method is more or
less arbitrary but has been found to work out in practice. The
scientific method of computation, outlined by the writer in a
previous number of The Journal of Accountancy, is too
cumbersome a method for use in every-day business affairs where
quick action is desired.
Analysis of the Profit-and-loss Statement
The requisite bankers’ relationship of current assets to current
liabilities prima facie indicates that there is sufficient working
capital in the business to liquidate current maturing obligations
in due form and as a corollary thereto the business is not drawing
on profits unduly to furnish working capital.
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An analysis of the profit-and-loss statements of the business,
however, may show, that while the business is in a position to
liquidate its current liabilities in due form, nevertheless one or
more of the following situations may be present:
1. A drain on such ability by a loss from operations; or
2. The business may not be earning enough commensurate
with the entrepreneur risk of its type of business; or
3. The business may not be earning sufficiently to liquidate
its fixed liability at maturity, after allowing a reasonable
proportion of such fixed liability to be refundable, thus
indicating that a certain portion of the fixed liability of
the business is functioning as a pure capital account.
1 and 2. The earnings a business should make on its capital
commensurate with the entrepreneur risk entailed are variable
according to the nature of the business under consideration. It
is perfectly obvious that a rate for one business may be ample, yet
entirely inadequate for another business. Eight per cent, may be
a sufficient return for a bank but certainly would not be sufficient
for a gold-mining or an oil company. The market interest rate,
locality, market competitive factors and nature of product sold
are the chief factors that the accountant should take into consid
eration in determining the earning rate logically applicable. If a
business is not earning sufficient to compensate capital invested,
the accountant should seek to ascertain the reason therefor.
3 . It is a fundamental proposition of accounting economics
that the liquidation of a fixed liability shall be made from earn
ings. This proposition is the reverse of the principle governing
the liquidation of the current liability.
In advising on the question of financing capital requirements
through the medium of long-time borrowing, the accountant
should be in an excellent position to determine the amount, serial
payments, refunding probabilities and other incidents attendant
on a funded indebtedness.
Frequently, in trust indentures, there is a provision for the
maintenance of a certain ratio or excess of current assets to current
liabilities to insure to the investor a sufficiency of working capital
so that earnings can be used in all or part for the appropriate
purpose of liquidating its fixed liability and that earnings shall
not be unduly called upon to contribute working capital to the
business. The before-mentioned reason is also the underlying
reason for the provision, also frequently found in trust indentures,
limiting distribution of earnings by way of dividends.
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Forecasting by Statistics and General Economic Principles
It is axiomatic that a business may be presently in an excellent
financial position, may have an excellent history, but that the
future may not be so favorable.
In the writer’s opinion, therefore, a business should prepare
and have ready for convenient reference, the statistics that indicate
from time to time the weak and strong factors of a business. Sales
statistics are particularly important and generally speaking the
following divisions are sufficient:
A. Analysis of commodities sold, thus indicating the source
of gross revenues from lines sold, and the relative profit
from each line.
B. Analysis of customers into classes, thus indicating the
customer market for the business.
C. Analysis of territories, thus indicating territorial distri
bution of the sales.
In many instances the gross revenues of a business may show
an increase which may be illusory, due to the increase in one type
of business offsetting a decrease in another type of business.
Statistics will show the strong factors but will also demonstrate
the weak factors. Certainly statistics which showed a large gov
ernment mail order or railroad business in 1918 and 1919 would
be a factor in correctly prognosticating the business for 1920 or
1921. Advertising programmes and other plans of an adminis
trative nature may be largely determined by the statistical data
of the business.
The writer in the preparation of audit reports by his staff
insists in most instances on the analysis of the sales account, so
that no client will be misled by illusory increases or decreases in
gross revenues.
Sales statistics serve another purpose in forecasting by giving
data on which to base the successful further continuance of the
business. The commodity analysis may show a patented or
specialty article the future sales of which may be curtailed by a
superseding commodity. The customer analysis may bring to the
attention of the management a customer market that may be
weakened or disappear in the future; and the territorial analysis
may do likewise.
As the average business has a fairly accurate classification of
expense accounts, the data on expenses is ordinarily not difficult
to ascertain. Increases not consistent with the growth of the
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business are facts which are items of information that the public
accountant should be cognizant of and interpret as to their
significance.
General
In ordinary periods of business activity, the analysis of a
business generally may ignore the personality element and confine
itself to the concrete facts as shown by the accounting data. But
in unusual circumstances, such as the present period of business
depression or any similar period of general depression, when the
assets shrink and liabilities remain stationary, the analysis should
not fail to weigh the intangible elements that give potentiality to
the business. The business character and fitness of the official
personnel, the organization developed, the character of the house
for business integrity, its history, etc., are factors that will always
assume an importance in determining the financial stability of a
business. As Andrew Carnegie once stated, in substance:
“My losses I can always recoup, if my personnel and
organization are not taken away from me.”
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Newspaper Accounting
By Henry Bossert

The United States is far ahead of its nearest rival, Great
Britain, in the number of newspapers published. In the year 1914,
there were 22,975 papers published in this country, as compared
with 9,500 published in Great Britain. In 1880, there were three
pounds of paper per annum per capita used in the United States;
to-day there are thirty-five pounds.
In the United States there are comparatively few successful
morning newspapers. Retail advertising is swinging to the
evening paper, which is the home newspaper for family reading.
In 1916, sixteen large retail firms in New York advertised in
total as follows:
Evening papers ..................... 13,000,000 lines
Sunday papers ................................. 5,000,000 lines
Morning papers (week-day) ........ 1,500,000 lines
Sunday papers, in many cases, have to carry the expense burden
of weekly morning editions.
With the publication of the enormous number of newspapers
in the United States comes a correspondingly great demand for
white paper, or “newsprint,” the increase in consumption of which
has already been mentioned. Just before the world war, sixty
per cent. of our paper supply came from Canada and other foreign
countries. As our domestic supply diminishes, we shall be thrown
more and more on the mercy of these foreign sources of supply.
E. A. Sherman, an associate forester of the United States
department of agriculture, believes that Alaska is our future
source of supply of wood pulp. If such be the case, it will offer
the big advantage of being free from duty. There are those who
take the opposing view, saying that the forests of Alaska are too
widely scattered, that transportation is too difficult, and that the
wood is too knotty to make it of commercial value.
Meanwhile, the newsprint price is increasing so rapidly that
newspaper purchasing agents must buy their stock at “price
prevailing at delivery,” which may be five or six months hence.
The seller himself is the one who really fixes this “prevailing
price.”
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The International Paper Co. has recently announced that the
supply of newsprint received by all of its customers in the year
1920 is to be reduced by 20 per cent. for the year 1921. Efforts,
of course, are being made to combat this. The high price of
newsprint has been denounced by Jason Rogers, publisher of
the New York Globe, as unjustified. He plans to form a company
for supplying his own newsprint and has offered to admit any
other publishers who will come in with him, promising an inde
pendent supply within a few months. The Publishers’ Buying
Corporation is another outgrowth of the difficulty of securing
newsprint. It is a cooperative association for the purpose of
securing and equitably distributing newsprint among its members.

The Minneapolis Tribune is attacking the problem in another
way. It has purchased one hundred acres of stumpage for its
own pulp supply, and it now holds sufficient stumpage adjacent
to its plant to last it until the shortage in general becomes so
acute as to force the use of some material other than wood pulp
for the making of newsprint. The making of paper from raw
peat has been invented in England and is now being perfected.
Newspaper publishing is a highly developed art in the United
States. One of the points in which many publishers take par
ticular pride is the speed at which news can be relayed to the
public. One New York publisher asserts that if the New York
city hall were to collapse, he would have an extra on the street
within three and one-half minutes, telling of the catastrophe.
This would be accomplished by inserting an “extra” in the
familiar space which is usually left on the front page of a paper
for the insertion of just such last-minute news of importance.
It would necessitate stopping the presses for only a few seconds
while the extra was being inserted.
The same publisher claims truth for the following story: An
important horse-race was being held between horses A, B and C.
This paper, being anxious to be the first to have published the
results of the race, composed three inserts for the “extra” space
mentioned above. One of these inserts told of A’s victory; one
told of B’s victory; and the third of C’s victory. These three
were then placed at easy command beside the presses, and when
the news of A’s victory was flashed over the wires to them, the
presses were immediately stopped, the proper story inserted, and
before A’s nose was turned toward the judge’s stand, the papers
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telling of his victory were being printed at the rate of five hundred
a minute.
The New York Sun prints up-to-the-minute stock-market
quotations in successive issues. When the stock exchange closes
at three o’clock, the final prices are received, composed and sent
to the stereotyping room by 3.05 p. m. A few minutes later the
final quotations are on the street.
The Wall street explosion in New York occurred at noon.
By 2 p. m., the Star-Bulletin of Manila, five thousand miles away,
had the Associated Press story of the catastrophe on the streets.
All these stories illustrate the tremendous speed and pressure
under which newspapers work. Large city newspapers work all
the time, employing day and night shifts, and, being in operation
almost continuously, take few holidays.

Newspaper Operation
News may be received by a newspaper directly through its
reporters or indirectly through some news agency. Such an
agency is the Associated Press.
The Associated Press is a mutual organization, controlled
exclusively by newspapers of the United States, for the purpose
of gathering and distributing news. In all large cities and places
of public interest it maintains a central office and a corps of
reporters. It obtains news from newspapers, city officers or
original sources and distributes by telegraph to newspaper
members. In small towns, news of more than local interest is
obtained through reporters of papers in those towns. A regular
charge is made for the news service. A newspaper in one city
cannot obtain membership without the consent of member news
papers in the same city. The Associated Press maintains transAtlantic and trans-Pacific cable service.
An even more modern device than the telegraph for receiving
news in the newspaper office is the electrically controlled type
writer. This typewriter is operated from some distant point by
another typewriter, and it reproduces exactly what has been
written at the other end. The saving in payroll, because there
is no necessity for telegraph operators, is evident. The device
also makes possible the receipt of a more accurate copy of the
news. One has only to see an operator, under the older system,
receiving the message at his instrument and punching it out on
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the typewriter before him to realize that under the new system
the middleman has been eliminated.
News brought in by reporters is written by them at any one
of the numerous desks placed about a large room and is then
turned over to the city editor, if city news, or to some other
editor, such as the Jersey editor, if news of New Jersey.
After the copy is corrected and approved, it is sent to a corps
of men in another part of the room, who cut it up into paragraphs,
and number them to facilitate future piecing together. The news
is then ready to pass to the next department—the composing
room.
The news is received at a general desk in the composing room,
and the clerk there proceeds to distribute it, by paragraphs which
are numbered, to linotype machines, whose operators are also
numbered. He keeps a record on the chart before him, showing
on what each man is working.
The linotype machines are operated from a keyboard, similar
in principle to a typewriter. With each stroke of a key, the proper
letter-mould falls into place. When the end of a line is reached,
the row of letter-moulds is carried by an arm to another part of
the machine, where a molten composition-metal is poured into
them, which quickly hardens, taking the form of the line of
moulds. This line is then used as the finished product of the
machine, and the arm carries the line of moulds back to their
starting point, where they are automatically distributed to their
proper compartments, and the arm is ready to receive the next
line of moulds and to repeat the same operation.
After the story has been thus composed and the paragraphs
assembled, a proof is run off on a small press, and any correc
tions are made. The corrected stories are assembled by pages, as
directed by the editor responsible for their arrangement, and each
completed page is placed on a carrier and wheeled to the next
department, where the “mats” and the stereotypes are made for
the presses.
As soon as the assembled pages are received in the matrix
department, they are put through an operation which makes them
of no further value except as scrap metal, to be remelted. This
operation is the making of a matrix, or “mat,” from the type,
which is used as the basis for further operations in this depart
ment. A number of layers of tissue paper are joined by flour-paste
to other layers of a substance resembling blotting paper and
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placed over the face of the page of type. This is then screwed
down to heavy pressure, under steam, and when released the
product is a stiff cardboard with a clear impression of the whole
page upon it. The type is then returned to the composing room
for the metal to be remelted for use again in the linotype machines.
The mat is now placed in a form which gives it a semi
circular shape, and, after being locked firmly, it is closed up tight
in this, the stereotype machine. By pulling a lever, another mass
of molten metal, of practically the same composition as that
previously used, is allowed to rush in and harden with the imprint
of the page on it and in the semi-circular shape. After about one
minute, the machine is opened and the metal form removed. Any
number of these forms can be made from one mat, and at least
two are required for each press.
The stereotypes, as these semi-circular plates are called, are
placed in another machine which trims the edges, shaves them
down to the proper thickness, and cools them, ready to be placed
on the elevator or other conveyor and sent to the press room.
The plates as received in the press room are immediately fixed
on the huge presses, two copies of each page on each press, and
in a short time the most wonderful of all the processes here
described starts.
The presses are gigantic machines. At the back is fed the
paper from rolls, just as it is received at the plant. At the front
are ejected printed, folded, counted and completely finished news
papers, of as many as twenty-four pages, and at the rate of five
hundred a minute, if working under pressure. These papers are
caught up by moving wire carriers, lifted to the ceiling, and pass
over the presses and out of the room in an impressive, endless
procession. The finished papers are dropped by these carriers in
the shipping room, where newsboys are supplied and shipments
are made.
I have mentioned, up to this point, the handling of news only.
An even greater bulk of the newspaper make-up is advertising
material. This is handled in the same way as news, from the
composing room on, having reached the composing room from
the advertising department. It does not require as much lastminute hustling, on the whole, for advertising contracts may be
received and set up far ahead of publication.
All the operations above described are capable of being run
off in an incredibly short time, as was illustrated in the introduc
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tion to this paper. The employees are always a busy set of people,
but never busier than just before the huge presses start emitting
the first edition of a new day’s news, when it seems to an onlooker
as though they were in a state of frenzy or hysterics. And these
operations are not only complicated, but expensive.

Newspaper Accounting
Newspaper revenue is derived from advertising, cash sales,
subscriptions and miscellaneous sources.
Newspaper disbursements take the form of production costs,
selling expenses and administration expenses.
The two broad classes of advertising are display and classified.
There may be many other subdivisions or classifications of adver
tising, such as resorts, schools and colleges, autos, religious, etc.,
but these represent only a more detailed classification for such
purposes as that of the furnishing of daily advertising reports by
bookkeepers.
A display advertisement is handled in the following way:
An order is received by the advertising department. It is imme
diately sent to the accounting department for entry in the adver
tising daybook and ledger. When returned to the advertising
department, it is made the basis for an order on the printing
department. It is then entered in the advertising order book or
contract register, being given a full loose-leaf page, irrespective
of the size of the order. This record will contain a complete
history of the contract. Besides showing each payment made on
account, it will show the insertion in the paper (or omission)
every day. This record will be made directly from a marked copy
of the paper itself. After the contract has expired, the loose-leaf
record may be put in a transfer binder. The advertising accounts
receivable may reach such proportions as to necessitate the carry
ing of a number of advertising ledgers. Their total will be trans
ferred at stated periods to the private ledger or to the general
ledger, whichever method is used, by the entry:
Advertising ledgers’ controlling account,
To advertising.

Classified advertisements are usually paid for in cash. A slip
is made out for each classified advertisement, showing the word
ing of the advertisement, the dates of insertion and the charge.
Upon the cash payment by the customer, a detachable part of
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the slip is handed him, which serves both as a receipt and as a
claim check for mail in answer to his advertisement.
In the case of charge accounts for advertising of any kind,
periodical, itemized bills should be sent to the customers in order
that they may check the accuracy of such bills before paying.
These bills may be made out from day to day and totaled period
ically to agree with the individual accounts in the advertising
ledgers.
Advertising rates to customers are computed* in the following
way: Let us take for example a newspaper with a net paid daily
circulation of 20,000, producing $28,000 a year in circulation
earnings, with 3,000,000 lines of advertising during the year, for
which it received two cents a line. The yearly operation expenses
were $100,000.
From the foregoing facts, the total income will be:
From circulation ................................................ $28,000
From advertising (3,000,000 lines at 2c.)...
60,000
Total income .............................................. $88,000
This will not cover operation expenses of $100,000. Now, if we
subtract the circulation income ($28,000) from the operation
expenses ($100,000), we have left an amount ($72,000) which
must be produced by advertising. This figure, divided by three
million lines of advertising, gives 2.4 cents a line, showing that
the advertising rate for this paper must be raised to 2½ cents a
line or higher.
From this calculation we can work out a formula for the cost
of a line of advertising: From the gross operation expenses sub
tract circulation receipts and divide the remainder by the number
of lines of paid advertising. If job printing also is done, this
formula will have to be somewhat altered to allow for proper
proportioning of expenses.
According to E. W. Smith, of the Ports Publishing Co. of
Salt Lake City, the minimum rate for one inch of advertising in
a country newspaper with a circulation of 1,000 should be twentyone cents.
There should be three books of entry relating to advertising,
each of which has already been mentioned. The order book or
contract register needs no further explanation. The advertisement
daybook is the book of original entry for contracts. It will show
*Computation taken from Newspaper Building by Jason Rogers, p.,91.
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on what days the advertisement actually did appear. Cash orders
are usually only for a few days and may be entered in a subsidiary
cashbook or in a special cash column of the daybook. They
will not ordinarily appear in the advertising ledgers. The balance
of the advertising ledgers will represent an asset, accounts
receivable. The advertising ledgers’ controlling account is usually
carried in the general ledger, but it may be the policy of the
company to assign all assets and liabilities to the private ledger.
The next natural division into which the accounting falls is
accounts relating to circulation. A typical method of handling
the newsboys’ department is that used by the Louisville CourierJournal. There is a superintendent of the newsboys’ department
who is charged with the number of papers delivered to him, and
he must account for all these at the end of the period, in cash or
returns. Another method is to have the circulation department
sell “purchase checks” to the newsboys for procuring a specified
number of copies from the delivery room.
Subscriptions must be handled in an entirely different way.
A typical method is that followed by the Indianapolis News. The
subscriptions, when received, are recorded in the subscription
order book and then sent to the card-index clerk, who enters them
on his index as either new subscriptions or as renewals. He then
sends them to the galley clerk whose entry serves as a duplicate
record. The galley is an up-to-date mailing index by addresses,
while the card index is an index by name. A plate is then made
with the complete information for the mailing machine. The
original subscription may now be filed in its numerical order,
having already received its serial number. Still another set of
cards may be made and arranged in the order of expiration dates,
so that expiring subscriptions on any day may be easily “killed.”
The papers may be machine-wrapped and addressed at the rate
of 10,000 an hour.
The sales mentioned up to this point are practically all cash
sales. Probably the largest item of sales is what might be termed
sales to wholesale dealers or to agents and carriers. These are, as
a rule, not cash sales and so necessitate the carrying of separate
agents’ and carriers’ ledgers or sales ledgers, which, like the adver
tising ledgers, will represent another accounts receivable.
There are many books which may be kept to record circulation.
First comes the sales order book, which shows the daily require
ments or orders of each distributor. These orders are entered as
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soon as received, and, as actual deliveries are made, they are
checked against the orders. The sales daybook is the book of
original entry, charging the various distributors or agents with
the day’s deliveries of papers, which, of course, must agree with
the sales order book. The sales returns book is a separate book
of original entry crediting the various distributors with daily
returns. It may be combined with the sales daybook. The last
two mentioned books are posted to the sales ledgers or agents’
and carriers’ ledgers, mentioned above. In these ledgers, each
distributor has his individual account in which he is charged with
the number of papers delivered to him and credited with his
returns and his cash payments.

The cash sales book is used in the cases, mentioned above, of
newsboys and individual cash subscriptions. Detailed entries are
made in this book, but only periodical totals are transferred to the
general cash book, as explained later, and to the general ledger
circulation account or subscription account. A back-numbers
sales book may be kept by very large newspapers, but this item
of sales is generally so small that it may be combined with the
cash sales book.
The subscription order book records individual subscriptions
and their period of duration. A subscription ledger may be kept,
as a summary of the subscription order book, showing cash
receipts from subscriptions. However, since practically all
individual subscriptions are prepaid, the latter book may be
unnecessary. Long-time subscriptions to newspapers are so few
that it is not necessary, in most cases, to set up an unearned
subscriptions account as a liability on the balance-sheet.
A sundries daybook and a sundries ledger may be kept to
record such sales as those of waste paper, but unless these items
are unusually large, they may be entered in the sales daybook and
sales ledger, in a special column for that purpose, or if for cash,
in the cash sales book. Thus these two special books may be
eliminated. They would perform one real function, however,
in that they would furnish a check on waste sold.
If desired, a distribution register may be kept which would be
merely a statistical record accounting for all paper used by cash
sales, charge sales, returns or waste. It may also be desired to
keep a stock register of back numbers on hand, which would be
credited with sales of back numbers as such or as waste paper.
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Although the books relating to sales may seem complicated,
it will be seen that they may be boiled down to five, if desired:
the sales order book, the sales daybook, the sales ledger, the cash
sales book, the subscription order book—and possibly a sixth,
the subscription ledger.
The chief factor determining what rate a publisher can get
for his advertising is the circulation of his paper. This leads to
the temptation on the part of the publisher to boost his circulation
figures. Some small, dishonest papers have a large, free, mailing
list, which they include in their circulation figures. Some of these
do not even go to the trouble of mailing copies to persons whose
names appear on this list. One publisher reporting a circulation
of 2,000, upon being checked was found to have a real circulation
of 700.*
All papers are required by law to submit periodical sworn
statements as to their net paid circulation, which must be pub
lished in their own paper.
The next large group of accounts has to do with purchases
and expenses. Here again, there is the possibility of a separation
of the purchase records so as to show contributions of copy for
the paper as separate from the regular purchases, using a con
tributors’ register and a contributors’ ledger. The register will
show a daily record of copy actually printed in the paper itself.
This will be posted to the ledger on the credit side, which will
also show the total amount of copy purchased from each indi
vidual. When the bill is paid, the contributor’s individual account
will be charged. Any debit balance over and above the amount of
copy printed will then represent the copy purchased but unprinted,
which will be a direct loss to the company.
Probably the more common and more desirable way to handle
contributions is with all other purchases, using a contributors’
column in the invoice book, instead of having a separate con
tributors’ register.
The most approved method of handling purchases is the
voucher system. In the newspaper business this takes about the
same form as in any other business. The vouchers are consecu
tively numbered and contain a complete explanation of the items
being paid, the cheque paying them and the detailed expense dis
tribution or accounts to be charged. The endorsement of the
cheque then serves as a receipt for these items.
*See The Fourth Estate of October 80, 1930.
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The details for making these vouchers are taken directly from
the invoices and at the time when they are entered in the invoice
book, together with the voucher number. The invoice book
contains distribution columns and a general column. The invoice
ledger or purchase ledger or creditors’ ledger contains the indi
vidual creditors’ accounts in the usual form, and the balance of
its controlling account in the general ledger or the private ledger
represents the liability, accounts payable.
In addition to these two purchase and expense books, there
may be a paper book, which contains accounts with captions of
the various grades of paper used, charging each account as paper
of that grade is purchased. The paper recorded by weight is then
translated into the approximate number of copies it will produce,
as explained later. As copies are printed, they are credited to the
account of the grade of paper used. The balance shows the book
inventory of paper on hand. Any discrepancy between that and
the actual inventory represents loss by waste or theft.
The following is a chart of some of the more common
expenses of a newspaper which should or should not vary with
increased business:*
Items which may go up to care for increased business:
Composition
White paper
Press room (extra hours)
Delivery
Advertising department (extra cuts and illustrations)

--------------------- Dead Line--------------------Items which should not be allowed to increase with increased
business:
Editorial
Rent
Advertising payroll
Light
Business department
Power

Controllable items which may be cut off or pared down:
Circulation contests
Circulation canvasses
Special editorial “stunts”
Special advertising effort
Any temporary expense
*Chart taken from Newspaper Building by Jason Rogers, chapter XI.
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We may be inclined to disagree with the author of this chart
when he includes light and power in it as items which should not
be allowed to increase with increased business. It would seem
that increased business means a larger paper, taking more power
to produce it, and longer hours or extra shifts, consuming more
light.
One large expense of any newspaper, one in which there has
been much conflict between newspapers and the government, is
postage. We are therefore justified in going into some detail on
this point.
Newspapers have always fought against high postage rates
for so universally conceded a benefit as a newspaper. Every day
the newspapers are required to send to the post office marked
copies of their papers, on which every inch of paid advertising
is indicated, showing a summary of the proportion of the paper
represented by news and by advertising. (News, as used here,
includes any matter for the publication of which the paper is
not paid.)
This is where the first clash between newspaper publishers and
post office occurs. Some publishers assert that the division should
be made on the basis of the relation between the number of square
inches of advertising to the area of the paper. The post office,
on the other hand, asserts that the true division of news and
advertising is on the basis of the relation between the number of
square inches of one to the number of square inches of the other.
For example, if a paper has six columns—three of news, and
three of advertising—the charge, according to the post office, is
one-half for news and one-half for advertising. But if the actual
space occupied by the three columns of advertising is 50 square
inches, as compared with the total area of the paper (margins
included) of 125 square inches, the publishers contend that the
division should be made on the basis of 50:125, or two-fifths
advertising and three-fifths news.
The decision of W. J. Barrows, acting third assistant post
master general, confirms the former method as the correct one to
use, but indications seem to point to a continuance of the fight by
publishers. If their method is finally recognized, it will mean to
the publishers throughout the country a saving of several hundred
thousand dollars yearly.
Take Philadelphia for illustration. The district around Phila
delphia is divided into zones, somewhat after the manner of the
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parcel-post zones. The postage rates for advertising material
vary according to the zones, as follows:
Zones
Price per pound
1 & 2................................ 1¾ cents
3.......................................2½ cents
4.......................................4 cents
5...................................... 4¾ cents
6.................................... .5½ cents
7...................................... 7
cents
8...................................... 8 cents
On the other hand, the postage rate for news is a flat rate of
1¾ cents per pound without reference to zones. This wide
difference in rates makes it apparent why the publishers are
contesting the post-office ruling.
Publishers must also make a periodical report to the post
office (every few months) as to the percentage of the total number
of papers mailed going to each zone. This report is taken
directly from the galley or mailing list of subscribers and is used
as the basis of daily bills for postage until the next report is
made.
These daily bills show the total weight of papers mailed each
day, the division between news and advertising (from the marked
copy) and the further division of the advertising among the
various zones. Each group is then multiplied by its proper rate,
and the bill is totaled.
Another conflict between publishers and post office is in regard
to what is considered advertising. The post-office department
holds that anything in the news or editorial columns which could
be construed as being for the benefit of makers or sellers of any
article named in the columns is advertising and must be paid for
at advertising rates.
The next accounts to be considered are those relating to cash.
Books having to do with cash are susceptible of minute subdi
vision, or they may comprise only the general cashbook and the
petty cash book. Other books which may be used as described
are the cash received book, which is charged with cash as received,
and credited with bank deposits made—in that case the general
cashbook will be charged with such bank deposits; the salaries
and wages book, containing the detailed payroll; and the postage
book, with special columns for letters, circulars, invoices and
statements, copies, etc.
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The general cashbook in the ordinary form is illustrated here
with. The system using this form of cashbook would of course
not include a cash received book. On both sides of the book will
be found columns for five ledgers—purchase ledger, advertising
ledger, agents’ and carriers’ ledger, syndicate ledger and private
ledger. These columns are posted in total only to the controlling
accounts of the various ledgers, in the general ledger or the
private ledger, as explained before. The private ledger is an
exception, not having a controlling account, and these items, which
will be comparatively few, will be posted to the individual private
ledger accounts.
The individual postings to the subsidiary ledgers will be made
from subsidiary cash books, one to each ledger, containing the
details, from which only daily or other periodical summaries are
transferred to the general cashbook. Each subsidiary ledger is
assigned a column on each side of the general cashbook to allow
for both ordinary entries and reverse entries caused by refunds,
etc., which are considerable enough in the newspaper business to
warrant this extra space. It is to be noted that these columns
are not all-inclusive, and any other columns may be added for
other subsidiary ledgers if necessary.
All the other columns represent general ledger income and
expense accounts of various departments, as distinguished from
the column just discussed, which represent assets and liabilities.
They may also be expanded to any number of columns to suit the
peculiarities of the publication. For instance, another income
column might be income from the sale of specialties for adver
tising purposes, such as the sale of women’s dress patterns by one
large city newspaper. Another expense column might be allow
ances, representing advances to reporters and advertising solicitors
on their salaries for their current expenses, to be refunded later
to them upon proper presentation of itemized bills.
The private accounts are included usually in one book, the
private ledger. It includes capital stock, goodwill and franchise,
profit-and-loss, reserves for depreciation, fixed asset and liability
accounts, and it may contain the controlling accounts of the sub
sidiary ledgers. It may also contain a summary of the general
ledger under some such caption as “trading account,” in which
case the subsidiary ledger controlling accounts would have to be
closed into it also, if not included already in the general ledger.
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There is one subsidiary ledger which may appear in the
accounting system of a large newspaper and was mentioned in
discussing the general cashbook, that is, the syndicate ledger.
This also is one of the sales ledgers, its aggregate balances repre
senting an asset, accounts receivable. The word syndicate as
used here means the selling by the publisher of stories and features
to papers in other cities. It is to be distinguished from the more
common use of the word syndicate, meaning a company organized
for the distribution of special features, and from which the paper
may purchase stories, etc.
The balance-sheet may be considered among the private books
or accounts, and will be drawn up in the usual form. Such
reserve as “unearned subscriptions” usually are unnecessary
unless there is a large number of long-time subscriptions. This
reserve is more usual in the publishing of monthly or weekly
magazines where long-time subscriptions are the rule.
It will be noticed that in the foregoing division of the accounts
of a newspaper, there can be no sharp dividing line between the
various classes of books. They are all inter-related, and it is often
difficult to determine into what class to put a certain book or
record. Not only are they inter-related but they offer a check
upon each other in many instances. The cash accounts, especially,
are directly related to almost every other class of accounts. The
various records and indexes made of subscriptions received act
as checks upon each other. The stock register and distribution
register should agree as to paper used, wasted and on hand. The
advertising daybook and the advertising order book should also
agree as to contracts for advertising and their present status.
In auditing the accounts of a newspaper, there are several
special points to be borne in mind, peculiar to the business. Old
issues of the paper still on hand should be given value in the
inventory as waste paper only. The number of them likely to
be sold at full price as back numbers will be inconsiderable.
Stereotypes, even though not immediately scrapped, should be
valued as scrap metal only.
Advertisements in several issues of the paper each month
should be compared with charges on the books, and the contracts
should be consulted to determine the correctness of the rates
charged. Circulation income involves such detailed records that
about the only way it can be verified is by comparing gross cir
culation income with the approximate amount that the number of
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copies printed should have yielded, allowing for waste and returns.
The number of copies sent by mail can be verified by dividing
the weight reported by the post office by the weight per copy,
including wrappers.
The two remaining books to be discussed are the general
journal and the general ledger. A copy of the general journal
is here shown in its usual form. The columns headed “ledgers”
are posted to the controlling accounts of the designated ledgers,
in the same manner as that in which the postings are made from
the general cashbook. The postings to the subsidiary ledgers
themselves are made from subsidiary records, of which the
general journal entries are summaries. The other columns, which
are by no means limited to those shown in the illustration, are
general ledger accounts.
The general ledger may or may not contain the controlling
accounts of the subsidiary ledgers, as previously mentioned. It
will, however, contain detailed income and expense accounts.
Thus, if the controlling accounts are carried in the private ledger,
the general type of accounts appearing in the general ledger will
be about as follows:
Income: advertising, circulation (agents and newsboys), sub
scriptions, interest and discount, syndicate account (daily and
Sunday news and features sold to other papers) and miscella
neous (including income from contests, etc., involving receipts of
subscriptions or income from the sale of specialties).
Expenses: general expense, general news, local news, editorial,
art, advertising department, publication department, business
department, circulation department, mailing department, delivery
department, transportation department, composing department,
engraving department, press department, stereotype department,
Sunday edition (subdivided into black and white and color), paper,
ink, new machinery (small machines not carried as assets), gov
ernment tax, legal expenses, rent, publicity (expenses of contests
and campaigns), insurance (workmen’s compensation), bad
debts, etc.
“With the ever-increasing costs, any printer to-day who is not
working along cost-finding lines is bound eventually to go into the
discard.”* All time must be accurately recorded against the job
and all disbursements, including payroll and direct expenses, must
be charged to departments. A. F. DuBois suggests distribution
*Quotation from A. F. DuBois, president of the DuBois Press, Rochester, New
York.
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of overhead expenses in proportion to the total direct expenses
of each department. Keep machines going—“an hour lost on the
printing press is like water gone over the dam—it will never come
back,” he says.
**In the press room, the net weight of a roll of white paper
as put on the press should be recorded. Waste paper should be
weighed periodically, say once a week. The difference between
the figures, after deducting the weight of the core, should be the
weight of paper actually passed through the press. To reduce
this weight to the number of papers it represents, the following
formula may be used: Multiply the number of square inches in
a four-page sheet by the stock-weight of paper (usually 32, but
it may be 30 or 34), divide the result by 864 (the number of
square inches in a standard four-page sheet) and the result is the
number of pounds which five hundred copies of the paper should
weigh. Thus, if there is a standard sheet, the result will be simply
the stock weight of the paper, or 32 pounds, to five hundred
copies. Or if the paper is 24 x 32, the problem will work out
thus:
24 x 32 is 768 x 32 is 24,576 divided by 864 is 28.44 lbs. per
500 copies. If printing an eight-page paper, the weight per 500
copies will be twice 28.44 lbs.; for a twelve-page paper it will be
three times 28.44 lbs.; etc. If 1,200 lbs. of paper are run through
the press, printing eight-page papers similar to the above, the
computation to determine the number of papers which should be
turned out is:
4-page paper, 28.44 lbs. x 2 is 56.88 lbs. for 8-page paper.
1,200 lbs. x 500 is 600,000 divided by 56.88 is 10,549 papers.
If the average for the month is a ten-page paper using on the
average of 1,000 lbs. of white paper a day, the average daily
press run will be 7,032 papers, computed thus:
4-page paper, 28.44 lbs. x 2½ is 71.1 lbs. for 10-page paper.
1,000 lbs. x 500 is 500,000 divided by 71.1 is 7,032 papers.
These calculations are all based on white paper. Allowance
must be made for .75 to 1.5 lbs. of ink consumed to every 1,000
four-page papers, so that the figure 28.44 used above would have
to be slightly raised, depending upon the exact figures for ink
consumption.
There seems to be a dearth of cost systems in newspaper
operation. One publisher explained it by the fact that the price
**Formula and computations from The Fourth Estate, issue of September 4, 1920.
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of a publication is not in the least determined by its cost. Rather,
it is fixed at a point where greatest circulation can be obtained,
often being set at a point too low to cover cost of gathering news.
However, it would seem that some cost system could be devised
for such departments as the composing room or the press room,
if for no other purpose than for comparison of periods and
elimination of waste.
In the composing room, for instance, a record could be kept
of weight of metal sent to the matrix department and weight of
metal returned by that department. Any great difference in these
calculations would show a leak, due to theft or some other cause,
and the elimination of this would be the first step toward reducing
expenses in the composing room. Furthermore, a record of
machinery overhead and payroll for the department could be kept
and, using the page or the sheet as a unit, the composing room
cost per page could be calculated and compared week with week
or month with month. Some incentive could be offered linotype
operators, such as a bonus for more complete utilization of time,
thus reducing machine overhead; or speed contests could be held.
Rewards should include accuracy as well as speed and output.
Constructive work in the reduction of costs should not be
limited to linotype operators, by any means, but they have been
taken as an illustration because they represent most of the machine
overhead of the department. As a matter of fact, standardization
of the work of each employee of the department and a complete
individual record for each man, showing what he accomplishes
in relation to the standard set for him, would probably more than
pay for itself in reduction of costs.
In the actual departments of operation of a newspaper, the
most noticeable waste which should be eliminated if possible is
the excessive heat in the composing, stereotyping, and press rooms.
In the stereotyping room, for example, of one newspaper, the
huge tank of molten metal, used to run into the forms in making
stereotypes, stood continually exposed to the air in the room. The
resulting high temperature meant not only loss of heat units, but
also very oppressive conditions under which to work, which
certainly must have meant lower efficiency and poorer health of
the workmen than would have been the case under more agreeable
conditions.
In the computation of income tax for newspapers, the first
item of interest is invested capital. This includes both issued
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capital stock and surplus. From the sum of these must be
deducted any inadmissible assets. It may so happen that con
siderable minor equipment has been purchased in times past and
charged off as an expense. By going back and picking up these
items and by setting them up on the books as assets again, it may
be possible considerably to increase the total of admissible assets.
Goodwill and other intangible assets must not exceed 25 per cent.
of the capital stock outstanding nor must they exceed the actual
cost price to the company, either in cash or in shares of stock.
Mailing lists and subscription lists are considered as intangible
property.
Eight per centum of the total invested capital is allowable as
a fair profit, before excess-profits taxes are computed.
One newspaper with a capital and surplus of $60,000 has an
invested capital of $260,000, due to the fact that the stockholders
have lent to the company $200,000 without interest, which will
never be paid back to them. Bonds are not invested capital.
Preferred stock is invested capital, although it may be secured
in exactly the same way as bonds by a first mortgage.
Debts honestly believed to be bad, and debts actually written
off the books during the current year are deductible from taxable
net income. If later collected, they will be included in some future
year’s tax return.
Net income is gross income less those expenses of operation
which are allowable deductions. First, let us consider what gross
income includes. In the newspaper business, it is usually com
posed of the following: (1) advertising income, including dis
play, foreign and classified; (2) circulation income; (3) job
printing income and (4) miscellaneous income.
Display and foreign advertising income includes all such
advertising sold for the year, whether the accounts have been
collected or not. The figures should be gross—that is, rebates
should not be deducted.
Classified advertising shows a high percentage of uncollectible
accounts, and for that reason the policy of the company should
be to consider cash collections as the revenue from this source.
This is made necessary because a reserve for bad debts may not
be set up as a deduction from gross income. The books must
reflect this policy in order to make the deduction allowable on
the tax return.
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The same argument holds good for circulation income as for
classified advertising income, with the same warning—that the
policy of considering cash collections as the gross income from
this source must actually be reflected on the books.
Miscellaneous income would include interest received, sales
of scrap paper and any small outside income, such as income
from specialties sold by the paper. Interest received must be
gross, and not a balance after deducting interest paid from
interest received.
The general rule for deductible expenses is that one may
deduct from gross income all ordinary and necessary expenses
paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on the
business, including a reasonable allowance for salaries of officers.
This latter item, a “reasonable salary,” is very difficult to
determine.
Interest may be deducted as an expense unless the borrowed
money was used to purchase securities on which the dividends
are exempt from taxation. Local and state taxes are deductible
from gross income, but federal income and excess-profits taxes
are not deductible.
A reasonable deduction for wear and tear and obsolescence
on machinery and equipment is allowable. Opinions as to what
is reasonable may vary widely. If depreciation was not deducted
prior to 1917, the government may make such deduction from
the computation of invested capital.
Life insurance premiums paid by the company on lives of its
officers are not deductible.
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Lumber Freight
By Edmund M. Meyer

There is no uniform method employed in the lumber industry
for recording “sales freight” and “milling-in-transit freight.”
Both of these items are of considerable importance and should
receive careful attention and consideration in the accounts and
balance-sheet.
Milling-in-transit Freight
Many classes of industry enjoy “transit” privileges from the
railroads. These privileges permit the shipper to mill, clean or
perform some work on the rough product while en route to final
destination of the finished product. Freight on the finished
product is based upon the through rate from source of origin of
rough product to destination of finished product; plus an arbitrary
charge for the “stop-over” privilege.
Transit privileges are granted on lumber, grain, minerals,
cotton, petroleum, sugar, cotton-seed products and a number of
other commodities. This discussion of milling-in-transit freight
will be restricted to the lumber industry. The same principles
apply to all industries enjoying transit privileges.
In order to simplify this discussion, let us assume the follow
ing three points on a railroad:
A Source of origin of logs.
B Sawmill.
C Destination of lumber.
At the time the company ships its logs from A to B for milling
into lumber, it is required to pay the regular published tariff rates
on the logs. When the lumber is shipped from B to C the through
freight on the lumber from A to C is paid, plus in most instances
an arbitrary charge for the stop-over at the mill. The shipper
receives credit or refund for the proportionate part of the freight
paid from A to B. As the weight of the logs exceeds the weight
of the lumber produced, the shipper receives credit only for the
tonnage of lumber shipped at the rate paid on the logs from
A to B.
Different roads have different methods of handling the billing
of freight on the shipment of the lumber; but the principle is the
same, i. e., the company pays freight on the shipment of lumber
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only from A to C, plus in most cases a stop-over charge of
approximately $5.00 a car.
Assume that a car of logs weighing 50,000 pounds was shipped
from A to B and the rate 20 cents per hundred pounds; total
freight $100.00. The company has to allow for shrinkage in
weight due to sawing and drying and is only able to apply, say,
45,000 pounds of the transit freight against the shipment of
lumber. Let the rate from A to C on lumber be 45 cents. The
amount of freight paid by the company would be:
On logs........................................................ $100.00
On lumber:
45,000 lbs. at 45 cents......... $202.50
Less transit credit:
45,000 lbs. at 20 cents........
90.00
112.50

Total ...............................
$212.50
The shipper is required to present the in-bound-freight bill to
the railroad in order to receive credit for the amount paid on the
logs. If the entire weight shown on the freight bill is not used,
the shipper receives a credit slip, which can be applied to future
shipments. Some railroads give credit for the in-bound freight
on the out-bound-freight bill, others require that claims for
refund be filed.
Now the question arises as to how milling-in-transit freight
should be handled in the accounts. The usual practice is to charge
milling-in-transit freight and credit cash or accounts payable
when the freight is paid on the logs. When a refund is received
from the railroad, cash is charged and milling-in-transit freight
is credited. If credit is received on a freight bill for lumber
shipped, milling-in-transit freight is credited and freight is
debited. The total debit balance of freight account is applied as
a deduction from sales. In neither of these methods is the cost of
production charged with any freight for transporting the logs
from the camp A to the sawmill B.
It is a well established accounting principle that in-bound
freight is part of the cost of production. Roy B. Kester very
neatly expresses this point in his Accounting Theory and
Practice, vol. II, p. 230:
* * * All costs, therefore, up to the point where the goods
are ready to create income are proper charges against stock in trade.
Customary costs of this kind are freight, drayage * * *
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If teams, flumes, chutes, river floating or lake towage were
used as a means of transporting the logs, no one would deny the
propriety of including the transportation charges as part of the
cost of manufacturing the lumber. If this is true, why should
the status of the transportation charge be changed when the logs
are shipped over the railroad?
The proper method of recording the amount of freight paid
would be to charge in-bound freight (part of the cost of pro
duction) with the amount of freight paid for transporting the
logs to the mill; and the net amount of the freight paid on the
lumber shipped to sales freight. This can more readily be under
stood by showing the journal entries necessary to record the
example previously given.
When the logs are shipped to the sawmill, the required entries
for recording the freight paid are:
(Dr) Milling-in-transit freight .. $100.00 X
(Cr) Cash .........................
$100.00
(Dr) In-bound freight................ $100.00 Y
(Cr) Deferred freight credits
$100.00 Z
X An asset
Y Part of production cost
Z Deferred credit to future operations

If the company receives a refund for the proportionate part
of the freight paid on the logs at the time the lumber is shipped,
the following entries are required:
(Dr) Sales freight ........................... $202.50
(Cr) Cash .............................
$202.50
To record the amount of freight paid on the lumber shipped.

(Dr) Cash ......................................... $ 90.00
(Cr) Milling-in-transit freight

$ 90.00

To record refund.

(Dr) Deferred freight credits........ $100.00
(Cr) Milling-in-transit freight
Sales freight ................

$ 10.00
90.00

To adjust the above accounts.

If the company received credit for milling-in-transit freight
on the freight bills of lumber shipments, the last two journal
entries shown above would not be required, but the following
one would.
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(Dr) Deferred freight credits........ $100.00
(Cr) Milling-in-transit freight

$100.00

To adjust transit credits used.

The company would have paid only $112.50 freight on the
lumber, instead of $202.50, where claims for refund must be filed.
Milling-in-transit freight may be considered an asset, because
it is subject to refund or to being applied as a deduction against
future liabilities. Deferred freight credits is a deferred credit to
future operations, for it acts as a reduction of the amount of sales
freight, to be paid when the lumber is shipped.
Unless a reserve is provided in amount equal to the milling-intransit freight, future operations will unjustly be charged with
the in-bound freight on logs, when the lumber is sold locally. In
case the amount of milling-in-transit freight is large and differs
in amount at the close of each year, a true statement of income
cannot be obtained; and the amount of income taxes paid will be
either excessive or insufficient.
The argument may be presented that milling-in-transit freight
is an asset and should so be shown in the books without setting
up a reserve of an equal amount. It may or may not be an asset—
at best it is only a contingent asset, for if the lumber is sold locally
or f. o. b. mill no refund will be received.
Sales Freight
The majority of lumber sold by a manufacturer is invoiced
freight allowed or f. o. b. destination. This freight represents a
large portion of the total invoice price and requires special
attention and expression in the accounts.
When the invoice is rendered freight allowed, the amount of
freight is estimated by the seller and should be shown on the
invoice. The purchaser, however, deducts the actual amount of
freight paid. There will often be differences between the amount
of estimated freight shown on the invoice and the amount deducted
by the purchaser, due to errors or shrinkage in the weight. The
method of handling these adjustments will be taken up later.
When lumber is sold f. o. b. destination, the amount of freight
is paid by the seller, and the purchaser pays the total amount of
the invoice without deducting freight.
After an invoice is prepared, it is entered in a sales journal
or register (form 1); and the total amounts of the invoice,
estimated freight and lumber sales are entered in the appropriate
columns.
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At the end of the month the following entry is made:
(Dr) Accounts receivable ............. $5,120.52
(Cr) Estimated freight ..
$2,076.71
Lumber sales ........
3,043.81
When the seller receives the freight bill from the purchaser
it is entered in the freight journal (form 2), which acts as the
posting medium for crediting the customer’s account. The amount
of estimated freight as shown in the sales journal is entered in
the estimated freight column, and any adjustments are entered
in the adjustment column. At the end of the month, the following
entry is made:
(Dr) Estimated freight ................... $1,295.67
Freight adjustments ..........
11.42
(Cr) Accounts receivable
$1,287.09
The actual freight is entered in the sales journal opposite each
individual car. The total of the open items of estimated freight
must equal the balance in the estimated freight account in the
general ledger.
In offices that have an experienced traffic clerk, who estimates
the freight from the tariffs published by the railroads, the amount
of freight adjustments during the year would be comparatively
small.
There will always be a number of freight bills outstanding at
the end of the accounting year. It is true that any adjustments
between these freight bills and the amount of estimated freight
affect the net income of the previous year. However, they will be
comparatively small in amount and the usual practice is to include
them with the adjustments for the year in which the freight bills
are received.
There seems to be considerable difference of opinion as to how
the balance of estimated freight should be shown in the balancesheet. Many accountants show the accounts receivable gross and
the estimated freight as a liability. This method is wrong. To
whom does the company owe the freight? No one. Neither will
the company receive the total amount charged to accounts
receivable. The proper method of showing the estimated freight
in the balance-sheet is:
Accounts receivable................................. xxxxx
Less estimated freight................. ..
xxxxx xxxxx
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Customer

22 Pine Lbr. Co.
22 Wilson Bros.

Day

1

1

Milwaukee
Hamilton, O
Chicago
St. Paul
Detroit
1424
1417

1421
. 1422
1428

....
....
....
....
....

/

1921

66858
48231
9284
34043

FR EIG H T JOURNAL

L.&N.
A.T.&S.F.
N.Y.C.

I.C .

Wab.

$2,076.71

$5,120.52

77

506.07
392.16
408.88
402.00

1,191.84
981.68
963.70
1,091.45

....

$ 367.60

$891.85

102,321 $3,043.81

17,837 $ 524.25
24,313
685.77
20,685
589.52
19,274
554.82
401.30
20,212
689.45

$367.60
518.19

$1,287.09 $1,275.67 12.12

.70

....

---------------- Freight----------------- ---------------------------------- Freight Claims
Actual Estimated Adjustments
------------------- Filing Data------------------Disposition
Car No.
Cr. A /R
Dr.
Dr.
Cr.
No.
Date
R.R. Memo. Amount Paid Rejected Date
19 A. B. Lbr. Co. 1421 Wab. 66858 $367.60 $367.60
7 ............
1422
I.C. 48231
518.19
506.07 12.12
90
6/24/21 G.N. Rate 12.12 .............................
1417 N.Y.C. 1921
401.30
402.00 ...............70
.................................................................... ..........................

Order
Number

A. B. Lumber Co.
Pine Lumber Co.
2 John Smith
5 W .Black& Co.
7 Wilson Bros.

.............................

Month of___________________192_________________________________________________________________________________
---------------------- Credits----------------------Order No.
Car No.
Total
Freight
Lumber Sales
Day
Customer
Destination
Our Their
Init.
Number
invoice
Estimated Actual
Feet
Amount
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EDITORIAL

Interpretation of Laws Affecting
Professional Practice
From the day when there were two states having certified
public accountant laws to the present day when all the states of
the union have such laws there has been a wide difference of
opinion as to the interpretation of the restrictive clauses of such
laws. Some authorities have held that a certified public account
ant of one state was not entitled to describe himself as a certified
public accountant in another state even though appending to his
title the name of the state of origin. Other authorities believe
that when a man is a certified public accountant under a duly
enacted law he is entitled to describe himself as such irrespective
of the place of his work or residence.
There is a great variety in the phraseology of the restrictive
clauses of certified public accountant laws. Some laws go so far
as to say that a man shall not describe himself as a certified public
accountant or by any other words or letters such as “chartered
accountant,” “C. A.,” etc., unless he is a duly certified public
accountant of the state concerned. The purpose of some of the
laws seems to be to prohibit a man from appending to his name
any kind of professional qualification whatsoever.
Most laws set forth clearly the fact that nothing in the law
shall prohibit a man from practising the profession of accountancy.
One state in the union, namely, Oklahoma, has a law by
which the practice of accountancy is restricted to certified public
accountants of the state, but there is some doubt as to the effect
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iveness of such a restriction, and so far as we know it has not been
enforced. In every other state the practice of accountancy is
open to anyone who cares to undertake it, whether he be proficient
or not. But the moment he attempts to describe himself as having
received a degree or certificate of any kind from any part of the
world he is, by some authorities, considered to be guilty of
breaking the law.
Some years ago in New York a test case was made of three
different classes of alleged offences. A corporation, a partnership
and an individual were accused of having described themselves as
certified public accountants without authority. The case involved
the right of an accountant certified in another state to practise
as a certified public accountant in New York. The case was tried
before the chief magistrate of the city of New York, and accord
ing to his decision all the defendants were adjudged guilty of a
breach of the C. P. A. law of the state of New York. The decision
was not appealed.
Following these cases a practice has grown up among the
profession by which it seems to be tacitly permitted that a man
may describe himself as a certified public accountant of any state
in the union provided he sets forth with his qualifying initials
the name of the state from which the certificate emanates. In
some states, however, there seems to be an increasing tendency
to prohibit accountants from practising as certified public
accountants or even chartered accountants unless they have
received from the examining board of the state concerned a cer
tificate entitling them so to practise.
In the interest of professional advancement and solidarity it
is highly important that there should be a definite opinion given
by some court of competent jurisdiction as to the force and effect
of the restrictive clauses in certified public accountant legislation.
Until such an opinion shall have been rendered there will always
be disputes and misunderstandings. Perhaps the best way out
of the difficulty would be to set in motion friendly litigation
between a state board and an accountant supposed to be guilty of
a breach of the law under the clause restricting practice to cer
tified public accountants of that state. Whatever judgment might
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be rendered the case should then be appealed from court to court
until the highest court in the land had expressed its final decision.
As the matter stands at present there are two classes of thought
in the accountancy profession, and each professes to support its
views with competent legal opinion.

Semi-annual Examinations
The examinations of the American Institute of Accountants
conducted on the 15th and 16th days of November draw atten
tion once more to the remarkable spread of the standardization
of accounting examinations during the past four years. At the
present time thirty-eight states have signified their intention to
cooperate with the Institute in the conduct of examinations, and
the result, of course, is an approach to standardization which
could not have been accomplished by any other agency.
It will probably be remembered that there was formerly an
organization of certified public accountant examiners which
attempted in a half-hearted way to bring about something ap
proaching uniformity of standards. The effort failed dismally,
however, and it was only when the Institute offered its examina
tions to state boards throughout the country that the first real
results were obtained.

District C. P. A. Bill
In the November issue of The Journal of Accountancy
attention was drawn to a bill introduced in the senate by Senator
Capper providing for the creation of a C. P. A. board in the
District of Columbia.
A typographical error crept into the printing of that comment.
The bill is No. 2531, not 2351 as formerly stated.
The importance of supporting this bill is again brought to the
attention of accountants and persons interested in accounting
throughout the country. It is quite likely that effort will be made
by persons opposed to proper C. P. A. legislation to prevent the
bill from emerging from committee. Therefore, it is the duty of
every reputable accountant to do his utmost to ensure enactment
at the earliest possible time.
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Perils of Foreign Competition
The following letter has been received by a member of the
Institute, who brings it to our attention. If anyone has under
rated the terrors of German rivalry let him read the following
copy of a mercantile effort of Berlin. The copy is exact:
Berlin.
Dear Sir,
We are in possession of monopoly sale for some sensational news,
“articles of millions” in the properest sense of word, which are everywhere
in want and promise great profit by extendet organisation. We beg to get
information in the application.
For financing our first-classed undertaking and for transformation in a
joint-stock-company or society with confined bail we seek capitalists who
will interest themselves for our prospectful undertaking silent or active.
A risk hereby is perfectly exceptet; because we would deliver you if you
wish first-classed counting-house machines or other articles. If you would
interest yourself active for our undertaking we would overtake you the
monopoly sale for the one or the other articles of that country beneath
certain conditions.
Because the sale of some of the occused articles, for example of the
sun-ether-beam-apparatus, lies also in interest of people’s health you would
show yourself as a benefactor of humanity, if you would give us possibility
of a possibly large diffusion of this beneficent apparatus.
We join a list of the by us chiefly sold articles.
Already now especial orders lie on hand from all parts of the world,
which we can’t execute in part in fault of capital.
The highness of the participation we leave you. If you whish to overtake
the monopoly sale of the one or the other article we beg for your direct
decision, because there are several persons interested therefore.
We pray to draw bank-assignments and checks on the name of the
manager of our business------------------------ , bank-account Deutsche Bank,
Depositenkasse —, Berlin W. 9.
We expect your declined decision and remain, dear Sir,
faithfully yours,

If you wish we serve with first rate informations. Please turn!
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Edited by Stephen G. Rusk

At the time of writing these lines the revenue act of 1921 is rapidly
nearing completion and our attention undoubtedly will be centered upon it
to the exclusion of rulings with reference to the former tax laws. How
ever, it is quite essential to keep one’s self informed upon these older
laws, as for several years to come their provisions will be the subject of
much and painstaking consideration.
This month’s quota of treasury decisions, because they treat of subjects
that are quite thoroughly understood, do not appear to have the general
interest that former decisions have had, but there is one, No. 3240, defining
the rules for reopening cases before the department of internal revenue,
that should be given more than a cursory reading. These rules will
undoubtedly act as a deterrent to those whose differences with the depart
ment of internal revenue are based on vague contentions and they will
also be of value to those who have had claims denied because all the facts
have not been presented.
We are presenting this month a recommendation of committee on
appeals and review, which while quite voluminous treats of a matter upon
which counsel is often sought by taxpayers. This opinion quite definitely
defines what conditions must be present if a taxpayer can be considered
an “officer or employee of a state or a political subdivision thereof.” This
question presents itself with considerable frequency to those who set out
to give others advice and assistance in federal income-tax matters. It
has been difficult, at least for the writer, to convince some who had
rendered services for a state, county, city or township, that their particular
services did not constitute them an employee of such political subdivision
under the true intent of the provisions exempting from taxation compen
sation from such employment. Henceforth this question will be easily
solved as long as this opinion and recommendation are not successfully
attacked.
(T. D. 3225—September 6, 1921.)
Estate tax—Revenue act of 1916—Decision of court.
1. Gross Estate—Joint Property.
Property in which decedent was interested jointly with any other person,
and all of which was originally his, must be included as a part of the
gross estate under section 202, subdivision (c), revenue act of 1916, pro
viding that the value of the gross estate of decedent shall be determined
by including the value at the time of his death of all property to the extent
of the interest therein “held jointly * * * by the decedent and any
other person * * * except such part thereof as may be shown to have
originally belonged to such other person and never to have belonged to
decedent”; the word “originally” in the statute refers to the time the
joint interest was created, and the words “never to have belonged to the
decedent” mean at any time before the creation of the joint estate.
2. Constitutionality of Act—Excise Tax.
The act takes effect upon the death of decedent; it does not become
retroactive because it measures the tax payable by the estate in part by
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property which decedent has given away in his lifetime; it is an excise tax
on the privilege of disposing of property by will or intestacy, and is not
a direct tax on property within the meaning of article I, section 9, clause 4
of the constitution.
The appended decision of the United States circuit court of appeals
for the second circuit, in the case of Richard J. McElligott, former col
lector, v. Cornelia B. Kissam and John C. Knox, is published for the
information of internal revenue officers and others concerned.
United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
Richard J. McElligott, as late acting collector of internal revenue for the
third district of New York, plaintiff in error, defendant below v. Cornelia
B. Kissam and John C. Knox, as executrix and executor of the last will
and testament of Jonas B. Kissam, deceased, and said Cornelia B. Kissam,
individually and as sole beneficiary under said last will and testament,
defendants in error, plaintiffs below.

Before Henry Galbraith Ward, Henry Wade Rogers and Martin T.
Manton, Circuit Judges.
Ward, Circuit Judge: July 15, 1912, Jonas B. Kissam assigned 10 certain
bonds and mortgages of individuals and certain bonds of corporations
owned by him to John C. Knox, and subsequently Knox assigned them to
Jonas B. Kissam and his wife Cornelia. In the instruments of assignment
Knox as party of the first part assigned the bonds and mortgages—
to the party of the second part, their survivor, such survivors, executors,
administrators and assigns
and to hold—
to the party of the second part, the survivor of them and to the successors,
personal representatives and assigns of the said party of the second part
forever;
and it was further stated that—
It is the intention of this assignment that the survivor of the said Jonas B.
Kissam and Cornelia B. Kissam shall become the absolute owner of said
bond and mortgage and that neither the said Jonas B. Kissam nor the
said Cornelia B. Kissam shall have power to affect the right of the survivor
thereto.
The instrument of assignment of the corporate bonds contained the
same provisions.
All parties concede that the ownership was at least joint and that it
could have been severed and turned into a tenancy in common by either
party notwithstanding the reservation that neither party could affect the
right of the survivor.
June 2, 1917, Kissam died, leaving all his estate to his wife Cornelia,
she and John C. Knox being executors of the will.
The act of September 8, 1916, known as the estate-tax law, as amended
by the act of March 3, 1917, provides:
Sec. 201. That a tax (hereinafter in this title referred to as the tax)
equal to the following percentages of the value of the net estate, to be
determined as provided in section two hundred and three, is hereby imposed
upon the transfer of the net estate of every decedent dying after the
passage of this act, whether a resident or nonresident of the United States:
One per centum of the amount of each net estate not in excess of
$50,000; * * *
Sec. 202. That the value of the gross estate of the decedent shall be
determined by including the value at the time of his death of all property,
real or personal, tangible or intangible, wherever situated:
(a) To the extent of the interest therein of the decedent at the time
of his death which after his death is subject to the payment of the charges
against his estate and the expenses of its administration and is subject to
distribution as part of his estate.
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(b) To the extent of any interest therein of which the decedent has at
any time made a transfer, or with respect to which he has created a trust,
in contemplation of or intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment
at or after his death, except in case of a bona fide sale for a fair consid
eration in money or money’s worth, * * *.
(c) To the extent of the interest therein held jointly or as tenants in the
entirety by the decedent and any other person, or deposited in banks or
other institutions in their joint names and payable to either or the survivor,
except such part thereof as may be shown io have originally belonged
to such other person and never to have belonged to the decedent, * * *.
Sec. 203. That for the purpose of the tax the value of the net estate
shall be determined—
(a) In the case of a resident, by deducting from the value of the gross
estate—
(1) Such amounts for funeral expenses, administration expenses, claims
against the estate, unpaid mortgages, losses incurred during the settlement
of the estate arising from fires, storms, shipwreck, or other casualty, and
from theft, when such losses are not compensated for by insurance or
otherwise, support during the settlement of the estate of those dependent
upon the decedent, and such other charges against the estate, as are allowed
by the laws of the jurisdiction, whether within or without the United States,
under which the estate is being administered; and
(a) An exemption of $50,000, * * *
The executors included in their return to the commissioner of internal
revenue one-half of said joint property in the decedent’s gross estate as
being his property and paid the transfer tax on the net estate so ascer
tained, but the commissioner reviewed their return and included the whole
of the joint property in the gross estate and assessed the net estate returned
in this way.
The executors paid the additional tax under protest and after unsuc
cessfully seeking to obtain a refund brought this action, the complaint
containing four causes of action, of which the first involved the considera
tions above mentioned. They claimed that the assessment was void as to
the half of the joint property which vested in Cornelia before the passage
of the act of September 8, 1916, as amended, and also that the act itself
was unconstitutional as a direct tax upon property without apportionment
among the several states as required by article I, section 9, subdivision 4,
of the constitution.
The executors moved for judgment on the first cause of action, which
motion the district court granted and the collector has sued out this writ
of error.
We point out in the first place that the practice pursued was wholly
erroneous. What has become of the three causes of action as to which
there was no answer or demurrer? Judgment should have been entered
in favor of the executors on the merits of the first cause of action, and
by default upon the second, third and fourth causes of action. Actions at
law can not be brought up in the federal courts by writ of error piece
meal; the whole controversy must be settled in one final judgment. As the
judgment will be reversed, the whole controversy can be disposed of upon
a new trial.
The joint property mentioned in section 202, subdivision c, is included
as a measure of the tax payable by the estate for the decedent’s privilege
of disposing of his property by will or intestacy. It is an excise tax and
not a direct tax upon property—New York Trust Co. v. Eisner (263 Fed.,
620); Prentiss v. Eisner (260 Fed., 589; 267 Fed., 16). The language of
the subdivision plainly applies to property in which the decedent was
interested jointly with any other person, and all of which was originally
his; i. e., any part of the property which originally belonged to such other
person and never at any time belonged to the decedents is not to be
included. The expression “originally” refers not to the time of death,
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but to the time the joint interest was created. So the words “never to
have belonged to the decedent” mean at any time before the creation of
the joint estate. The act takes effect upon the death; it does not become
retroactive because it measures a transfer tax payable by the estate in
part by property which the decedent has given away in his lifetime. This
seems to us perfectly fair, and an answer to the constitutional objection.
Judgment reversed.
(T. D. 3232—September 28—1921.)
Income taxes—Act of October 3,1913—Decision of court.
1. Dividends—Income—Assets Sold for Stock in New Corporation.
Where an oil company owning pipe line and oil properties caused the
organization of a pipe-line company to which it contracted to convey its
pipe-line property, in consideration of which the pipe-line company promised
to distribute its stock to the stockholders of the oil company in the same
proportion as their existing holdings, the pipe-line property representing
a surplus above the par value of the oil company’s stock, the shares of the
pipe-line company received by the oil company stockholders in carrying out
the contract constituted gross income for the year in which the shares
were issued.
2. Same.
Where an oil company owning pipe line and oil properties caused the
organization of a pipe-line company to which it made a contract to convey
its pipe-line property, in consideration of which the pipe-line company
promised to transfer its stock to the oil company, and the resolution of
the oil company directors which accepted the contract declared as a divi
dend all the shares to be received from the pipe-line company and directed
them to be distributed among its stockholders in accordance with their
existing holdings, and the pipe-line property represented a surplus above
the par value of the oil company stock, the shares of the pipe-line com
pany received in carrying out the contract constituted gross income of
the oil company stockholders for the year in which the shares were issued.
The appended decision of the United States district court for the
southern district of New York, rendered August 3, 1921, in the cases of
New York Trust Co. et al. v. Edwards, collector, and United States v.
John D. Rockefeller, is published for the information of internal revenue
officers and others concerned.
United States District Court, Southern District of New York.
New York Trust Co. et al., as executors of William L. Harkness, v. William
H. Edwards, collector, and United States v. John D. Rockefeller.
[Aug. 3, 1921.]
These cases involve the legality of the income tax levied upon the
plaintiff in the Harkness case and the. defendant in the Rockefeller case.
The question turns on the effect of certain corporate actions taken by the
Prairie Oil & Gas Co. and the Ohio Oil Co. during the winter of 1914-15.
The Prairie Oil & Gas Co. was the owner of pipe-line property and
oil property and, for reasons not here relevant, felt itself forced to separate
these two into separate corporations. In pursuance of that purpose it caused
a corporation to be organized known as the Prairie Pipe Line Co. It
then made a contract with the pipe-line company by which it was to convey
all its pipe-line property to it, in consideration of which the pipe-line com
pany promised to distribute all its own stock to the stockholders of the
oil company in the same proportion as their existing holdings. This was
carried out, and the shares of the pipe-line company so received by Harkness
and Rockefeller were taxed as part of their income for the year in which
the shares were issued.
The transaction in the case of the Ohio Oil Co. was similar except
that the agreement between it and the Illinois Pipe Line Co., which it
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organized, required the shares to be transferred direct to the oil company.
However, the resolution of the directors of the oil company which accepted
the contract declared as a dividend all the shares to be received from the
pipe-line company and directed them to be distributed among its stock
holders in accordance with their existing holdings. This agreement was
carried out as well, and the shares so declared were also taxed as income
against Harkness and Rockefeller as in the case of the Prairie Oil &
Gas Co. In both cases the pipe-line properties represented a surplus above
the par value of the oil companies’ stock; the conveyances therefore left
the oil companies’ capital unimpaired and required no reduction in their
authorized issues.
Learned Hand, District Judge: Neither the Prairie Gas & Oil Co. nor
the Ohio Oil Co. for any moment of time owned the pipe-line shares as
free assets. This is very clear in the case of the Prairie Co., the trans
action in which—observing now the most scrupulous formality—was this:
The pipe-line company offered to buy the oil company’s pipe-line assets
for $27,000,000—adjusted to actual values—and to give in payment its own
shares to be directly distributed by the pipe-line company pro rata among
the oil company’s stockholders. This offer the oil company accepted, and
the contract of January 21, 1915, bound the buyer so to distribute the stock,
which it did. This was a contract made for the sole benefit of the oil com
pany’s stockholders and could probably have been directly enforced by
them at law—Hendrick v. Lindsay (93 U. S. 143) ; National Bank v. Grand
Lodge (98 U. S. 123, 124 [semble]). Yet it was the only contract by
which the oil company ever got any conceivable interest in the pipe-line
shares, and it gave that company no such interest. It had given away its
property for a consideration moving directly to third persons.
In the case of the. Ohio Co., formally the contract bound the pipe-line
company to deliver its shares to the oil company and they thus would
have become free assets, if there had been nothing more. However, in
the very resolution of the oil company’s board of directors by which the
offer of the pipe-line company was accepted the board declared a pro rata
distribution of the pipe-line shares among its own stockholders. Thus as
the moment of concluding the contract by which alone the oil company
got any interest in the shares, the property so acquired was declared as a
dividend. That declaration gave the stockholders of the oil company an
immediate vested right to the dividend so declared—Staats v. Biograph Co.
(235 Fed. 454 [C. C. A. 2nd]) ; Hopper v. Sage (112 N. Y. 530) ; Reynolds
v. Diamond Mills Paper Co. (69 N. J. Eq. 299, 300).
Therefore, I think that Peabody v. Eisner (247 U. S. 347) does not
apply. I agree that had these shares been once free treasury assets it
would be impossible to distinguish that case; the dividend would have been
declared in specific property. But since the shares even in the case of the
Ohio Co. were always the property of the stockholders the transactions
must be taken as a whole, and the case determined from their effect
upon the rights of the stockholders.
A dividend may be income to the stockholder though declared out of
property which has long since become a part of the economic capital of
the corporation—Peabody v. Eisner, supra; Lynch v. Hornby (247 U. S.
339). True, it must not be a dividend in liquidation (Lynch v. Turrish,
247 U. S. 221), and perhaps it must on that account be from a corporate
surplus, since otherwise it is hard to avoid regarding it as in liquidation.
But it makes no difference that it distributes to the stockholder property
which is not current profit, but the means of producing current profit. He
must still pay an income tax upon it, though in his eyes it is a part of
his capital. Therefore, in the cases at bar the only question is of the
completeness of severance of the property declared, i. e., the control of it
acquired by the stockholder and lost by the corporation.
In Eisner v. Macomber (252 U. S. 189) the case was of a mere stock
dividend, which was held to be no more than new evidence of the stock
holder’s original ownership. Had the shares been without par value, that
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would have been literally the case, but they were not. The stock dividend
did change the relation of the corporation and the stockholder to the
surplus, by permanently impounding it, as it were, in the business, and
giving the stockholder a right to insist upon it as an investment, should
his fellows later wish to realize it as profit. Yet, though he thus got,
and the corporation lost, this element of control over the surplus so
declared, it was not regarded as a severance of the property. So far,
therefore, Eisner v. Macomber, supra, helps the taxpayers here; it shows
that there may be some changes in the relation of the stockholders to the
surplus which do not amount to the severance of income.
Nevertheless, the cases at bar go further than that case because in them
the surplus was transferred to a new corporation altogether, and the question
is whether that distinction changes the result. The taxpayers insist that
if one looks at the very truth of the matter, disregarding corporate forms,
this is no difference at all. Although the argument is plausible, it still
seems to me that, even when viewed with the completest disregard of
forms, the pipe-line properties were completely severed from the oil com
panies and that the resulting shares were new property derived from the
old shares.
A corporation, stripped of its fictitious personality, is an association of
persons mutually agreed upon the execution of more or less definitely
expressed purposes, publicly registered as the law requires. In the case
of industrial corporations the personnel of the membership is an imma
terial matter; the original members leave as they please and their substi
tutes enter merely by purchase. Even the number of members changes
from time to time. If so, it is the common purposes and their execution
alone that determine the corporation and whatever substantially changes
these changes the corporation itself and the rights of its stockholders.
The result of the conveyance of the pipe-line property was to put it
under the control of an association committed exclusively to its operation
as a separate enterprise from that of the oil company. Indeed, this sever
ance in management was the sole motive of the transaction, unless there
were a surreptitious agreement between the two groups which nullified the
dissolution, which is not suggested. Accepting, therefore, the taxpayers’
argument that forms should be disregarded, the question is whether a
group mutually agreeing to manage the pipe-line property independently
of the oil property is a different group from one agreeing to manage the
pipe line and the oil property jointly. If the association does not depend
upon the number or make-up of its membership but upon its charter,
there can be no question that the difference between the two is substantial,
because to conduct two businesses as a unity has practical results very
different from conducting them in complete independence.
For illustration, let me assume that the pipe-line property had been
conveyed in specie to the stockholders as coöwners and that they had
incorporated for convenience. The original conveyance to them would
have fallen directly within Peabody v. Eisner, supra, and Lynch v. Hornby,
supra. It would have made no difference that they had later incorporated.
Yet judged by results, this is exactly what happened: the pipe line was
broken from an association committed to its joint management with the
oil properties and consigned to an association which must manage it alone.
Or suppose that the Prairie Pipe Line Co., for example, had been a
going concern with property of its own. Upon its acquisition of the pipe
line and the issue of its new shares to the oil company stockholders they
would have an interest in an association operating two properties. These
new shares would certainly be income in their hands to some .extent.
Would they be altogether income or only in the proportion to which by
taking the new shares they gave up their rights in the old pipe line and
got in exchange an interest in the original property of the Prairie Pipe
Line Co.? I scarcely think that anyone would urge that the new shares
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were not altogether income. Yet, if so, they would become such only
because the pipe line was being conducted in a new joint enterprise by the
Prairie Pipe Line Co. Unquestionably the oil company stockholders would
to some extent be still holding their old pipe lines and in the same rela
tive proportions.
Or consider again the analogy of many of the dissolutions under the
Sherman act. These consisted in no greater separation than was accom
plished here, yet it was thought enough to serve the enterprise and create
new rights in the new corporations. Nor was it thought to be an answer
that the stockholders started out the same. Because the members might
join or leave the new group which conducted only a part of the old busi
ness, it was considered that the old group was effectively broken up.
Disregarding, therefore, all formalities, it appears to me that the pipe
line properties were as effectually severed from the old corporations as
though they had been distributed in kind. Indeed, the form adopted was
the only practicable way in which they could be so distributed. It is only
when one fastens one’s attention upon the momentary identity of the two
resulting groups that there can be any question of the result. But, as I
have perhaps too often said, that identity is nothing unless its continuance
is insured for the future by some common agreement between the two.
I think that the new shares were income under the law and that the tax
was legal.
Southern Pacific Co. v. Lowe (247 U. S. 330) is not to the contrary;
there the assets taken over had always been in the actual possession and
under the control of the corporation. All the shares of the subsidiary
were owned by it and the two were treated as merged. Nothing of the
sort is true in the cases at bar. In Gulf Oil Co. v. Lewellyn (248 U. S. 71)
it is indeed true that the property of the subsidiaries was not in the posses
sion of the parent corporation, but it owned all their shares, and they
were dll “a single enterprise,” controlled by it. In no sense did the
pipe-line companies and the oil companies here remain in “a single enter
prise.” They might in fact be so conducted for a period, but if so it
would only be by the spontaneous assent of two independent groups of
persons. If they remained in fact “a single enterprise,” the whole plan
was a mere cover.
Phellis v. United States (Court of Claims, March, 1921) was a case
where all the assets were sold to another corporation, which—omitting
irrelevant details—gave its own shares, two for one, to the old stockholders
and conveyed its debenture shares to the old company par for par. The
result was that the old stockholders had their old shares now represented
by the assets of the old corporation, i. e., the debenture shares in the
new corporation, and double their original holdings in common shares
of the new corporation. Whatever may be the proper answer to the case,
with the greatest deference I can not follow the reasoning of the learned
judge, now urged upon me as authoritative. That reasoning is that because
as that of the old shares before, there can have been no income to the
stockholder. It may, of course, happen that in the case of the distribution
of the dividends the value of the old shares does not fall as much as the
value of the dividend, though generally the correspondence is pretty close.
It does not make any difference for taxing purposes whether it does or
not. The surplus declared as dividend may or may not be represented in
the value of the shares, but even though it be fully represented, the divi
dend becomes income as soon as the stockholder gets it. On his books
it may appear as a capital distribution, depending on whether he carries
his investment at par. That is not to the point. It was not his property
before; it has become such by the declaration of the dividend.
Demurrers sustained; judgment absolute on the demurrers, dismissing
Harkness’s complaint and awarding recovery against Rockefeller as prayed.
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(T. D. 3235—October 6, 1921.)
War-profits and excess-profits tax.
Articles 912 and 913, Regulations No. 45 (1920 ed.), amended.
Articles 912 and 913, Regulations No. 45 (1920 ed.), are hereby amended
to read as follows:
Art. 912. Determination of first instalment of tax in special cases.—In
the case of any corporation, other than a foreign corporation, where abso
lutely no data are available for the determination of invested capital for
the taxable year, the instalments of the tax shall in the first instance be
determined upon the basis of a war-profits and excess-profits tax equal
to 50 per cent. of the net income, except that for 1919 and subsequent
taxable years, in the case of any corporation other than a foreign corpora
tion, such instalments shall be determined upon the basis of an excess
profits tax equal to 20 per cent. of the net income in excess of $3,000, but
not in excess of $20,000, plus 40 per cent. of the net income in excess of
$20,000. In any other case under section 328 of the statute, other than the
case of a foreign corporation, but including a case where the invested
capital for the taxable year can not be accurately determined, but where
a minimum amount of invested capital, as to which there is no question,
can be determined, the instalments shall in the first instance be determined
upon the basis of a war-profits and excess-profits tax computed by using
the minimum invested capital, the tax in any such case not to exceed an
amount equal to 50 per cent. of the net income, and for 1919 and subsequent
taxable years not to exceed 20 per cent. of the net income in excess of
$3,000, but not in excess of $20,000, plus 40 per cent. of the net income
in excess of $20,000.
Art. 913. Determination of first instalment of tax in the case of foreign
corporation.—In the case of a foreign corporation the instalments of the
tax shall in the first instance be determined upon the basis of a war-profits
and excess-profits tax computed by using its invested capital for the tax
able year 1917, such tax for any taxable year not to exceed an amount
equal to 50 per cent. of the net income, and for 1919 and subsequent tax
able years not to exceed 20 per cent. of the net income not in excess of
$20,000, plus 40 per cent. of the net income in excess of $20,000. For the
purpose of this article the invested capital for 1917 shall be adjusted for
any subsequent changes in its amount due to cash or property paid in or
withdrawn or to surplus or undivided profits of prior years retained in the
business and property attributable to its business within the United States.
If the tax for 1917 was determined under section 210 of the revenue act
of 1917, the constructive capital which would result in a tax equivalent to
the tax determined under that section shall be used. In the case of a
foreign corporation which was organized subsequent to the taxable year
1917, or which had no income from sources within the United States
during 1917, the instalments of the tax shall in the first instance be deter
mined upon the basis of a war-profits and excess-profits tax equal to
50 per cent. of the net income, except that for 1919 and subsequent tax
able years such instalments shall be determined upon the basis of an
excess-profits tax equal to 20 per cent. of the net income not in excess of
$20,000, plus 40 per cent. of the net income in excess of $20,000.

(T. D. 3238—October 22, 1921.)
Income tax.
Article 1547, Regulations No. 45, amended.
There shall be added at the end of article 1547 of Regulations No. 45,
as amended by T. D. 3206, a new paragraph to read as follows:
(4) Where the stock with respect to which a stock dividend is declared
was purchased at different times and at different prices, and the identity
of the lots can or can not be determined, but the dividend stock issued with
respect to such stock can not be identified as having been issued with respect
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to any particular lot of such stock, then any sale of such dividend stock
will be presumed to have been made from the stock issued with respect
to the earliest purchased stock, the amount of the stock dividend charge
able to such stock.
(T. D. 3240—October 31, 1921.)
Reopening of cases.
Where any case in the bureau of internal revenue has been finally
closed after the taxpayer, or other party thereto, has had a hearing or
has been afforded by written notice an opportunity to present oral or
written arguments or statements of fact in support of his contentions, the
case will not be reopened except (1) where a showing is made of new
and material facts, accompanied by an explanation, satisfactory to the
commissioner of internal revenue, of the failure to produce such facts
prior to the closing of the case, or (2) where the case is materially
affected by the change of regulations or by the final decision of another
case either by the commissioner of internal revenue or by a court of com
petent jurisdiction. The application for reopening a case should be ad
dressed to the commissioner of internal revenue, should state succinctly
the facts and circumstances upon which the application is based, and must
be supported by the affidavit of a person having knowledge of the facts.
This decision is not to be construed as modifying the regulations relating
to the filing of claims in abatement or claims for refund, nor as denying
the right of a taxpayer to a hearing or to an appeal at any stage of his
case until the case has been finally closed. After the taxpayer has ex
hausted his remedies within the bureau, however, and the case has been
finally closed, it will be reopened only under the conditions stated in the
decision.
(T. D. 3241—November 1, 1921.)
Estate tax.
Deductions under paragraph (3) of subdivisions (a) and (z) of section 403,
revenue act of 1918—Article 56, Regulations No. 37, amended.
Article 56 of Regulations No. 37 (revised January, 1921) is hereby
amended to read as follows:
Art. 56. Conditional bequests.—Where the bequest, legacy, devise, or
gift is dependent upon the performance of some act, or the happening of
some event, in order to become effective, it is necessary that the perform
ance of the act or the occurrence of the event shall have taken place
before the deduction can be allowed. Where the legatee, devisee, donee,
or trustee is empowered to divert the property or fund, in whole or in
part, to a use or purpose which would have rendered it, to the extent
that it is subject to such power, not deductible had it been directly so
bequeathed, devised, or given by the decedent, deduction will be limited to
that portion, if any, of the property or fund which is exempt from an
exercise of such power.

Patterson, Teele & Dennis announce the opening of a branch office
at 1319 F. street, N.W., Washington, D. C., under the management of
Frank Lowson, John W. Dawson and Robert Kemp Slaughter as resident
partners.
W. P. Hilton & Company announce that their Chicago office, in Harris
Trust building, will be conducted by Hilton, Mahon & Knowles, a partner
ship consisting of W. P. Hilton, George Mahon, D. E. Knowles and
B. F. Dvorak.
Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Co. announce the opening of offices in the
Callahan Bank building, Dayton, Ohio.
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Students’ Department
Edited by H. A. Finney
Bonuses and Taxes
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir: I read with interest the article in the January number by Mr
Van Oss on the computation of commissions and federal taxes. The
subject is again of special interest, for accountants will soon be engaged
in ascertaining for their clients the result of the year’s operations and in
preparing the income-tax returns based on such profits.
Some of your readers may not find it very easy to follow Mr. Van Oss’
elegant analysis and still less easy to apply it to their particular problems.
I therefore venture to bring to their attention two other methods, one
algebraical and the other purely arithmetical, which will give them the
desired result, whatever may be the conditions of the problem. To solve
the problem by algebra, it is necessary to construct equations for the com
mission and for the tax which satisfy the conditions given. Then, by
solving the equations by the ordinary rules of algebra, we obtain the
solution at once. Naturally no general rule can be stated for these equa
tions except where both the commission and the tax can be stated as a
definite fraction of the profits. An example worked out is perhaps the
best means of explaining the matter. We will therefore take problem IV
by Mr. Van Oss, which is repeated here for convenience.
problem

Commission is payable on profits after income tax has been deducted.
The commission is payable on a sliding scale as follows:
20 per cent. on first $5,000.00 = $1,000.00
15 “
“
“ next 5,000.00= 750.00
10 “
“ “
“ 5,000.00= 500.00
7½ “
“ “
“ 3,000.00= 225.00
5 “
“ “
“ 3,000.00= 150.00

Total on
$21,000.00 = $2,625.00
2 per cent. on remainder.
The commission is to be deducted from gross income to obtain taxable
income.
Given invested capital ................................................ $100,000.00
Income before deducting taxes and commission ..
70,000.00
Required the amount of tax and commission.
We first make three preliminary computations to save labor in con
structing the equations.
preliminary computations

(1) Compute commission without deducting tax:
Gross income ........................................................
$70,000.00
Less tax—unknown ..................................................................................

Income subject to commission ........................................
Commission on first $21,000.00 ..........................................
Commission on remaining $49,000.00 at 2% .............

Total commission—preliminary ......................................

$70,000.00
$2,625.00
980.00

$3,605.00

(2) Excess-profits credit:
8% on invested capital: $100,000.00 ..................
$8,000.00
Exemption ...........................................................................
3,000.00

Total excess-profits credit ................................................
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(3) Excess-profits tax in first bracket:
20% of invested capital .....................................
$20,000.00
Less excess-profits credit (above) ................................
11,000.00

Balance taxable at 20% ....................................................

$ 9,000.00

Excess-profits tax thereon ..............................................

$ 1,800.00

The first computation gives us the commission which would be payable
supposing there were no taxes payable. It is clear that the real com
mission will be less than this. It is also evident that the commission will
be less than the income taxed in the second bracket.
We can now proceed to establish expressions for the tax and commission
and to solve the equations thus obtained.
ALGEBRAIC SOLUTION

Let c = the commission
Let t = the tax
Then the income subject to commissions is $70,000 — t
The commission thereon will be:
c = $2,625 + ($70,000 — t — $21,000) X .02
c = $2,625 +$980 —.02t
whence:
c + .021 = $3,605 ................................................................. (1)
The income subject to tax is $70,000 — c
The excess-profits tax thereon will be:
Excess-profits tax = $1,800 + ($70,000 — c — $20,000) X .4
= $21,800 — .4 c .... (2)
and the income tax thereon will be:
Income tax = [$70,000 — c — ($23,800 — .4 c)] X .1
= $4,620 — .06 c ........................... (3)
and the total tax = t = sum of (2) and (3)
hence
t = $26,420 — .46 c
and
t + .46 c = $26,420 ........... ....................................... (4)
We have thus two simultaneous equations in c and t.
From (1) we have:
c = $3,605 — .02 t ................................ . ................................ (5)
Then to find t, substitute this value of c in (4)
t + .46 ($3,605 — .02 t) = $26,420
$24,761.70
whence t=----------- = $24,991.62 ............................................. (6)
.9908
To find c we substitute this value of t in (5)
c = $3,605 — (.02 X $24,991.62)
c = $3,105.17..................................................................... (7)
Hence the commission is $3,105.17
and the tax is $24,991.62
But algebraical methods have their limitations in the hands, at any rate,
of the busy accountant. He is often called upon to make a hasty com
putation to give to the officers of the company, and when the figures are
obtained they may perhaps be used as a basis for changing the rate of
commissions, requiring a fresh computation. Perhaps the accountant,
working away from his office and without access to a professional library,
may feel somewhat uncertain in his recollection of the method of attacking
the problem by algebra, and complications in the rate of commissions may
make the expressions for c and t rather troublesome. So it may be useful
to remind the reader that these problems may be worked out by the
method of approximation, using merely arithmetic.
To work our problem by this method we compute the tax, first deduct
ing from the profits the commission obtained by our preliminary compu
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tation. This gives a first approximation to the tax. Using this tax as a
deduction from profits, we obtain a first approximation to the commission.
We now compute the tax again, using as the amount of commission to
be deducted from profits the value obtained on the first approximation.
This gives a second approximation to the tax. With the second approxi
mate tax we again compute the commission and thereby obtain a second
approximate commission. This process is repeated until the values of
tax and commission repeat. The final values then obtained are the values
sought. As a rule, about four approximations give us the answer. This
may appear a somewhat clumsy method as compared with the solution
of an equation which gives the desired result at once. But it has the
advantage that almost any one can work it without difficulty and while
there seems to be a lot of “figuring” yet the quantities are all easily
written down at sight. It is only necessary to be neat and orderly in
the setting out of the work, and of course all accountants are accustomed
to the preparation of tabular statements. The accountant who has a
problem of this kind should make the preliminary computations as already
described and set out the items in the calculation as shown in the following
example and work out the first approximation. The work can then be
continued by an assistant, who should obtain the answer in a few minutes.
The following table shows the working out by this method of the
problem already solved:
COMPUTATION OF TAX AND COMMISSION
METHOD OF APPROXIMATION

APPROXIMATIONS

1st
2nd
3rd
Gross income ........................... $70,000.00 $70,000.00 $70,000.00
Less commission .....................
3,605.00 3,109.77 3,105.21
Income subject to tax............ 66,395.00 66,890.23 66,894.79
Excess-profits tax:
Tax in first bracket—20% ...
1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00
Income in second bracket .... 46,395.00 46,890.23 46,894.79
Tax in second bracket—40%. 18,558.00 18,756.09 18,757.92
Total excess-profits tax =
(4) + (6) .
20,358.00 20,556.09 20,557.92
Income tax:
Income-tax credit = Item (7)
+ 2,000 .........
22,358.00 22,556.09 22,557.92
Income taxable ....................... 44,037.00 44,334.14 44,336.87
Income tax thereon—10% ...
4,403.70 4,433.41 4,433.69
COMPUTE TAX

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4th
$70,000.00
3,105.17
66,894.83

1,800.00
46,894.83
18,757.92

20,557.93

22,557.93
44,336.99
4,433.69

11 Total tax = sum of (7)+ (10) $24,761.70 $24,989.50 $24,991.61 $24,991.62
COMPUTE COMMISSION

12
13
14
15
16

Gross income ........................... $70,000.00 $70,000.00 $70,000.00 $70,000.00
Less tax .................................. 24,761.70 24,989.50 24,991.61 24,991.61
Income subject to commission 45,238.30 45,010.50 45,008.39 45,008.39
Commission on first $21,000.00 2,625.00 2,625.00 2,625.00 2,625.00
Commission on balance at 2%
484.77
480.21
480.17
480.17

17 Total commission = sum of
(15) + (16) ............... $ 3,109.77 $ 3,105.21 $ 3,105.17 $ 3,105.17
It will be seen that in the fourth calculation, the value $3,105.17 for
the commission repeats the value obtained in the third calculation. Hence
the work stops here and we have the result:
Tax
= $24,991.62
Commission = $ 3,105.17
and the fourth calculation also gives the proof.
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It is interesting to note that an error in one of the approximations
does not throw out the final result It means only that the calculation
will have to be carried further with a corresponding increase in the work.
It is evident that the conditions of this problem will vary in every case.
The following is one a little more complicated than the preceding:
A corporation with an invested capital of $200,000.00 made earnings
in 1920 of $100,000.00, from which are to be deducted a loss on foreign
business, $12,000.00, and a loss on realization of securities, $5,000.00, together
with a commission at 10% to Mr. A, the superintendent of production,
and 5% to Mr. B, the president It was agreed that before computing
A’s commission, that of B should be deducted from the profits, and vice
versa. After the first calculation was made, A claimed that it was not
fair to charge him with any portion of the loss on foreign trade or on
the realization of securities, as he had nothing to do with them, and B,
while admitting that he should share in the loss on foreign trade, demurred
to sharing any of the loss on the securities. These claims were allowed
and the tax and commissions ordered to be recomputed accordingly.
To solve this by algebra we require an expression for each of the
commissions. Having solved these we can compute the tax. Preliminary
computations give:
A’s commission, disregarding tax and B’s commission.... $10,000.00
B’s commission, similarly.......................................................
4,400.00
Excess-profits credit ...............................................................
19,000.00
Excess-profits tax in first bracket ...........................................
4,200.00
Let a = A’s commission and b = B’s commission.
Then the total tax will be expressed by $27,360 — .46 a — .46 b
and we have
a = $7,264 + .046 a — .054 b
b = $3,032 — .0272 a + .023 b
Whence by solving:
a = $7,450.24 = A’s commission
b = $2,897.49 = B’s commission
and tax = $22,600.04
The above solution is stated in brief to save space, but the reader will
no doubt be able to write it out in full after following the solution of
the previous problem.
To solve this problem by the method of approximation we have to go
to five approximations before the results repeat to the cent. Four approxi
mations will give us an answer to within $1.00, which would often be
sufficiently near.
We give the calculation of the first two approximations in full and the
results of the other approximations. The reader can easily work them
out in full. SOLUTION BY APPROXIMATIONS

APPROXIMATIONS

COMPUTE TAX

1 Gross income .........................................................
2 Less loss on foreign trade..................................
3
“ loss on securities .........................................
4
“ A’s commission .............................................
5
“ B’s commission ..........................................
6 Income subject to tax ..........................................
Excess-profits

1st
2nd
$100,000.00 $100,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
7,486.40
4,400.00
2,988.88
68,600.00
72,524.72

tax:

7
8
9
10

Tax in first bracket—20% ................................
Income in second bracket ..................................
Tax in second bracket—40%
......................
Total excess-profits tax: sum of(7)+ (9)..
Income tax:
11 Income-tax credit: item (10) +$2,000 .........
12 Income taxable: (6) — (11) .........................
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4,200.00
28,600.00
11,440.00
15,640.00

4.200.00
32,524.72
13,009.89
17,209.89

17,640.00
50,960.00

19,209.89
53,314.83
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13 Income tax thereon: 10% ....................... ........

5,096.00

5,331.48

14 Total tax: sum of (10) + (13) ............ ........

$20,736.00

$22,541.37

COMPUTE A’S COMMISSION

15 Gross income ................................................ ........
16 Less tax ....................................................... ........
17 “ B’s commission ................................. ........
18 Income subject to A’s commission.......... ........
19 A’ commission: 10% of item (18) ........ ........
COMPUTE b's commission:
20 Gross income .........................................................
21 Less loss on foreign trade..................................
22 “ tax...................................................................
23 “ A’s commission ............................................
24 Income subject to B’s commission.....................

25 B’s commission: 5% of item (24) ...................

$100,000.00 $100,000.00
20,736.00
22,541.37
2,988.88
4,400.00
74,469.75
74,864.00
$ 7,486.40

$ 7,446.98

$100,000.00 $100,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
20,736.00
22,541.37
7,486.40
7,446.98
59,777.60
58,011.65
$ 2,988.88

$ 2,905.82

Continuing the approximations in the same way we get the following
results:
A’s
B’s
Tax
Commission Commission
First approximation................... $20,736.00
$7,486.40 $2,988.88
Second approximation .................
22,541.37 7,446.98
2,905.82
Third approximation....................
22,597.71 7,449.65
2,897.63
Fourth approximation...............
22,600.15
7,450.22
2,897.48
Fifth approximation ....................
22,600.06 7,450.25
2,897.48
The values given by the fifth approximation may therefore be taken
as correct,
Yours truly,
Charles Judson.
Another Tax Problem
Editor, Students’ Department:
Sir: I have the honor of submitting to you this hypothetical problem
and solution, which may be of interest to your readers. In making a sale
resulting in a profit which comes under the high rates of surtaxes, it is
often necessary to predetermine with some degree of accuracy the net
gain resulting from the transaction.
PROPOSITION

A sells his business which cost him $100,000.00 for the sum of
$200,000.00 plus the amount which he is required to pay the government
as federal income tax. This is his only source of income and he has a
$2,000.00 personal exemption. Find A’s personal tax and the amount he
received for his business.
SOLUTION

Let x = A’s personal tax
Then $100,000.00 + x = A’s income
The rates for the normal tax are 4% on $4,000.00 above the $2,000.00
exemption, and 8% on the remainder.
Therefore the normal tax = (.04 X $4,000) + .08 [($100,000.00 +
x) — $6,000]
Before computing the surtax it is necessary to decide in which bracket
the maximum surtax will fall. A test under the assumption that the total
income was between $100,000.00 and $150,000.00 discloses the fact that
the correct income is in excess of $150,000.00. Referring to the surtax
table, we find that the surtax on $150,000.00 income is $49,510.00.
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The income in excess of $150,000.00 is the total income minus $150,000.00,
or ($100,000.00 + x) — $150,000.00. Simplified, this may be expressed as
(x — $50,000.00). The rate in this bracket is 56%. Therefore the tax
in this bracket is .56 (x — $50,000.00).
Now the total tax is the sum of the normal tax and surtax, which may
be expressed as follows:
x = (.04 X $4,000.00) + .08 [($100,000.00 + x) — $6,000.00] +
$49,510 + .56 (x —$50,000.00)
x = $160.00 + $7,520.00 + .08 x + $49,510.00 + .56 x — $28,000.00
x = .64x + $29,190.00
.36 x = $29,190.00
x = $81,083.33 the total tax
x + $100,000.00 = $181,083.33 the total income.
May Institute Examination Problem 3, Part II
Editor, Students' Department:
Sir: The August Journal contains the solution of an Institute prob
lem, which appears to me to offer possibilities of discussion rarely found
in accounting problems. The problem (No. 3 of the May, 1921, exam
ination in accounting theory and practice, part II) deals with the change
of a partnership into a corporation and asks for a scheme of capital
stock distribution between the partners.
The partners’ accounts after the adjustments called for in the first
part of the problem are as follows:
A
B
Balances, per trial balance..................... $223,500.00
$ 75,000.00
Write-up in individual stock holdings.
12,400.00
11,000.00
Write-up in firm’s stock holdings..........
7,997.00
6,543.00
Profits for the year ...............................
16,500.00
13,500.00
Dividends received for personal accounts
2,000.00
1,636.00

Total ....................................................

$262,397.00

$107,679.00

The essence of the problem appears to be to duplicate as nearly as
possible in the corporation to be formed, the rights and powers accruing
to the two partners under the partnership arrangement. The most im
portant features of the partnership agreement as set forth in the problem
seem to be:
(1) Six per cent. interest is allowed on capital accounts. Included
in these capital accounts are the payments represented by the securities
turned in.
(2) The dividends and profits from securities turned in accrue to
the partners individually. (The dividends for the past year were
$2,000.00 on A’s stock and $1,636.00 on B’s stock.)
(3) Profits and losses (after deduction of interest on capital invest
ments) are shared in the ratio of 55 to A and 45 to B. (Such profits
for the year just ended were $30,000.00.)
(4) The control of the business is evidently vested equally in A and B.
The solution given in the August Journal does not meet these require
ments since
(1) It does not have a definite provision for a six per cent. return on
capital investments.
(2) It would probably be impossible to secure a corporate charter
permitting the return to individuals of “any income or profit from individual
stock-holdings turned in.”*
*Note by editor of Students’ Department. It was, of course, the intention in the
original solution to give the preferred stock a definite rate based on the earnings from
the stock in prior years. The fact that the rate would be definitely fixed was not stated
because of the obvious necessity that it be definite.
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(3) Profits are divided in the ratios required only through the artificial
and unsatisfactory method of salary adjustments. No method is set forth
for sharing losses.
(4) No provision is included by which the control of the business is
shared equally by A and B.
In order to obtain as nearly as possible the features required in the
corporation, it would probably be advisable to secure a charter from some
such state as Delaware, where there is very little restriction as to classes
of stock or their respective powers and rights. It is believed that the form
of organization suggested below would be permitted under the laws of
Delaware.
Preferred stock:
A—$262,400 first preferred—6.75% cumulative not-voting.
B—$107,700 second preferred—7.5% cumulative not-voting.
Stock without par value:
A—1,350 shares class A voting
300 shares class B non-voting
B—1,350 shares class A voting
The preferred stocks, as will be seen, represent the capital investments
of the partners as adjusted and rounded off to do away with fractional
shares. The rate of return on A’s stock is the sum of 6% on his capital
investment and .75% (approximately) gained by dividing the dividends
of $2,000.00 by $262,400.00. Likewise, the rate on B’s stock is the sum
of 6% on his capital investment and 1.5% (approximately), derived by
dividing the dividends of $1,636.00 by $107,700.00. We have information
as to only one year’s dividends, but inasmuch as they are extremely low
in comparison with the appraised value of the securities, it has been
assumed that they represent a conservative estimate of the future divi
dends to be expected.
It will be noted that the total issue of stock without par value is
3,000 shares. The amount of $300,000.00, to be set up as representing
the value of these shares, is derived through capitalizing the earnings of
$30,000.00 at 10%. While the exact amount of the stock is not significant,
it should bear some relationship to probable future earnings. To this end
the earnings of the past year have been considered as fairly representative.
Further provisions should be incorporated in both classes of preferred
stock. They should be preferred as to assets to their par value (plus
unpaid dividends) but should not share in profits above the fixed dividend
rate or in assets above par value plus unpaid dividends. In the event
of liquidation where the total net amount realized is less than the total
par value of the preferred stocks plus unpaid dividends, the difference
should be apportioned between the two classes of preferred stock in the
ratios of 55 and 45. The two classes of stock without par value should
be equal in all respects with the exception of voting rights.
Applying our essential features to the above scheme of capital stock
distribution, we find—
(1) The capital accounts and the provision for 6% interest thereon
have been reproduced in the preferred stocks.
(2) The appreciation to date on the securities has been realized since
they are used to pay for stock at their appraised value. No estimate of
future increase or decrease in value or profits or losses has been incor
porated, but the rate of return on the preferred stocks has been increased
to include the element of the dividends on the securities.
(3) Of the stock without par value A has received 55% and B has
received 45%. Therefore, any amounts realized (after dividends on the
preferred stock) are shared in the ratios of 55 and 45. Naturally losses
or undistributed profits of a corporation are not realized until liquidation.
Upon liquidation any profits over original tangible investment resulting
are shared by the two classes of stock without par value, since the
preferred stock is not entitled to any profits on distribution. If the par
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value of the preferred stock (plus unpaid dividends) is not realized on
liquidation, the loss involved is shared in the 55 and 45 ratio.
(4) A and B have equal control in the business since they have each
received the same amount of voting stock.
The main objections which I can see to the solution as presented
above are:
(1) Stocks of the same general class with different rates of dividends,
preferences and powers would sell in the market at different prices. This
objection would not be significant if it was the intention of the partners
merely to change the form of the ownership of their business. It would
be very real, however, if it was their intention to sell their stock or to
admit other interests.
(2) The fractional rates of dividends on the preferred stock are
unusual and might affect its salability.
(3) If the total loss on liquidation was so great as to wipe out all of
B’s preferred stock, there would apparently be no method by which he
could be assessed to make up the difference due A.
To show better the working out of the scheme I am giving three
examples:
Example I
Conditions: Net profits for year $60,000.00.
Dividends as required paid on preferred stock and $10 a share on
the stock without par value.
Business liquidated thereafter for $400,000.00 net.
Dividends received:
Total
Preferred stock ....................... $ 17,712.00 $ 8,077.50 $ 25,789.50
Stock without par value..........
16,500.00
13,500.00
30,000.00
Total .....................................

$ 34,212.00 $ 21,577.50 $ 55,789.50

Amount received on liquidation:

Preferred stock .......................
Stock without par value..........

A
B
Total
$262,400.00 $107,700.00 $370,100.00
16,445.00
13,455.00
29,900.00

Total......................................

$278,845.00 $121,155.00 $400,000.00

Example II
Conditions: Business liquidated for $300,000.00.
No accrued dividends unpaid on preferred stock.
Amount received on liquidation:
Total
Preferred stock ......................... $262,400.00 $107,700.00 $370,100.00
Loss distributed .......................
38,555.00
31,545.00
70,100.00

Net amount realized..........

$223,845.00

$ 76,155.00 $300,000.00

Example III
Conditions: Business liquidated for $100,000.00.
One year’s dividends on preferred stock unpaid.
Amount received on liquidation:
Total
Preferred stock ....................... $262,400.00 $107,700.00 $370,100.00
Dividends accrued ...................
17,712.00
8,077.50
25,789.50
Total .....................................
Loss distributed .......................

$280,112.00
180,112.00

$115,777.50 $395,889.50
115,777.50 295,889.50

Net amount realized ..........

$100,000.00

.................
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It will be noted that example I illustrates the manner in which profits
are shared and the distribution of assets when an amount in excess of
the par value of the preferred stock is realized. Example II demonstrates
the sharing of losses on liquidation where the net amount realized is less
than the par value of the preferred stock, but where 45% of the total
loss is not so great as to wipe out B’s preferred stock. Example III
illustrates the case in which B’s total preferred stock is not sufficient to
absorb 45% of the deficiency upon realization and illustrates a weak point
in the solution to which reference has been made above.
Yours very truly,
Detroit, Michigan.
Kenneth D. Ross.
The Students’ Department will welcome further discussion of this
interesting problem and will publish criticisms of the original solution or
of the solution suggested by Mr. Ross.
The editor is not yet convinced of the advisability of abandoning the
salary method of effecting a differential in the distribution of profits
between A and B. Under the partnership organization each partner
received a first distribution of profits in the form of interest on capital,
and a second distribution in the arbitrary ratio of 55% to A and 45%
to B. The first distribution is intended as a return for the use of capital
contributed and the second as a return for services. The fact that A
received 55% and B 45% indicates that A’s services are more valuable
than B’s. In the partnership organization if A were to attempt to sell his
interest to a third party the new partner would not have a right to 55%
of the profits after allowing interest unless B considered that his ability
was equal to A’s and was willing to allow the new man the same
differential.
In changing over to the corporate form, the salary method of providing
for the differential leaves the matter on the basis of personal service and
subject to revision in case A sells his stock. If the suggestion made by
Mr. Ross is adopted, the differential becomes inherent in the stock so that
B might find himself obliged to give a preponderating proportion of the
profits to some man who purchased A’s stock but was utterly incompetent
to take A’s place so far as personal service to the business is concerned.
The editor is also doubtful of the advisability of accepting the following
proposal in Mr. Ross’s letter: “In the event of liquidation where the
total net amount realized is less than the total par value of the preferred
stocks plus unpaid dividends, the difference should be apportioned between
the two classes of preferred stock in the ratios of 55 and 45.” In the
first place it is doubtful whether preferred stock could legally share in
profits in one ratio while sharing in losses in another ratio; and in the
second place it is doubtful whether A and B would want losses on
realization to be shared in any other than the capital ratio. The provision
for a 55 and 45 ratio was clearly intended to apply to operating profits
in excess of 6% on the investments. While it is true that under the
partnership form the inclusion of this provision in the articles would
bind the partners to share losses on realization in this ratio it is probable
that the partners would be surprised to find that this is the case. While
they might be willing to share operating profits in an arbitrary ratio,
it is probable that in case of impairment of capital they would expect
to bear the loss of capital in the capital ratio.
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PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING AND REPORT
ING, by Francis Oakey. D. Appleton & Company, New York. 561 pp.

In the third volume of its series on principles of administration, the
Institute for Government Research presents a study of state and municipal
government accounting and reporting written by Francis Oakey, C.P.A.,
chief consulting accountant to that institute. The author’s qualifications
as stated in a preface by W. F. Willoughby, director of the Institute for
Government Research, amply warrant the conclusion that his work must
take rank as a standard text on government accounting.
Forty-four states have adopted budget systems, so-called, but it is not
at all complimentary to American civic financial sense to find that only
the accounting and reporting systems of six states and seven cities are
considered worthy of commendation. The statements of even these, which
have gone farthest in the direction of conforming to modern accounting
principles of financial administration, are criticized as falling short of
what they should be. The conclusion, then, is that most of the budget
laws are mere sops thrown to satisfy the enlightened public demand for
information and responsibility. There is much work to be done if their
purpose of enforcing economy in the administration of public funds is
to be accomplished.
The keynote of Mr. Oakey's book may be stated as “information.”
The usual method of writing a text on accounting is to start with the
usual accounts to be found in representative ledgers, tell how to keep
them, and in the final chapters explain what information they should
convey. Mr. Oakey reverses the process. He first determines what infor
mation the different departments of government should have in order to
function properly and efficiently; then he gives forms and accounts which
will most readily convey that information. The information must be exact,
clear and intelligent. A state auditor’s report covering 322 pages, giving
a complete list of items paid and the names of the payees, may be exact,
but it is neither clear nor does it convey any intelligent information to the
reader—if it is ever read.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to cover in the narrow compass of a
review all the admirable features of Mr. Oakey’s work. It is packed with
solid meat from cover to cover. Suffice it to say it is a careful study of
how state and municipal accounts should be kept and how and in what
form reports should be made on governmental financial affairs. Illustrations
from existing forms are given and criticized for shortcomings, and if the
criticisms do sometimes appear meticulous it is to be remembered that like
all other operations of government the accounting procedure tends to become
fixed and inflexible from the start, particularly if inadvisedly prescribed
in detail by law. So when the attempt is made to set up a standard and
uniform system for government accounting, the more nearly perfect it can
be made at the outset the better.
In view of the important service every public accountant can and
should render in his local city or town by advocating and supporting
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correct and scientific methods in government accounting, it is not too
much to say that this book should have a wide circulation in the profession.
W. H. Lawton.

PRINCIPLES OF COSTING, by A. Cathles. Gee & Company, Lon
don. 64 pp.
The second volume of The Accountant Students’ Library published by
Gee & Company sets forth briefly and compactly the fundamental prin
ciples to be followed in cost accounting. With these thoroughly understood
a student should have little trouble in applying them to any manufacturing
concern, provided there is or can be a proper organization installed. As
the writer well says, “No system of costing will prove successful if the
organization of the factory is bad.” Hence a good part of the book is
devoted to description of a model organization.
An interesting statement by the author is that the manufacturers of
Great Britain are even worse than their American cousins in the amazing
number who have no adequate system for determining their costs. This
is not very complimentary to the profession in Great Britain, though the
author seems to throw the blame on the manufacturer when he says,
“* * * the American manufacturer, being less conservative than his
brother on this side of the Atlantic, has been quicker to adopt and install
a cost system in his factories.” With due acknowledgment of the com
pliment to the American manufacturer, nevertheless, in spite of its com
parative youth, public accountancy in America may justly claim a large
share in bringing about this happy result. To be sure there is vast room
for improvement, as the federal trade commission has pointed out, but
public accountants are preaching the gospel of cost accounting in season
and out, and there is even a national association devoted to that branch
of accounting.
W. H. Lawton.

•THE HIGH COST OF STRIKES, by Marshall Olds. G. Putnam’s
Sons. 286 pp.
In these days when so much is said of the necessity of determining
-the cost of things, whether they be manufactured products, national
administration or living, a peculiar interest attaches to the cost of indus
trial unrest. There has been a great deal of literature on the subject of
strikes and their effect upon the life of the nation, but there has not been
a sufficiency of evidence to indicate what disturbances, such as strikes,
walk-outs, etc., actually cost the people of the land.
In a series of articles appearing in the New York Tribune and in
Leslie’s Weekly, Marshall Olds has discussed with an admirable impar
tiality some of the things which make for the retarding of prosperity.
His text is the strike, and, as is to be expected, he deals more with strikes
and their effects than with any other element of the present unrest.
It is possible that he attributes too large a percentage of the unhappy
conditions which exist to the epidemic of strikes which followed the sign
ing of the armistice. Certain it is, however, that his facts appear incon
trovertible. It is appalling to learn that during 1919 sixty per cent. of
the strikes caused a primary loss of one hundred and thirty-four million
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working days and a secondary loss of twice as much. It is astonishing
to learn that only thirty per cent. of the strikes of 1919 were caused by
a demand for increased wages, according to the strikers’ own claims.
On the other hand most of us learn with equanimity that practically all
the strikes which were classified as victories did not bring benefit to the
strikers—if we accept the strike leaders, who usually profit either way.
Mr. Olds appears to be in a position to speak without prejudice for,
as he says himself: “The author has been a laborer—on a farm, as assist
ant in a railroad repair shop, as dock walloper, as working boss of a gang
and as an assistant machinist. Except for hiring his own stenographer
and occasionally an assistant, he has never been an employer.”
We like Mr. Olds’ book. It will do good to those who read it, even
those who are quite sound in their political economics. The pity of it
is that it will not be read by the millions of workmen who are misled
into the belief that the labor union and all it does is for the benefit of the
working man. We should describe The High Cost of Strikes as a text
book worthy of careful consideration by every student or practitioner
of cost accounting in its broadest sense.
A. P. R.

Michigan Association of Certified Public Accountants
At a meeting of the Michigan Association of Certified Public Account
ants the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Fred W.
Morton, president; C. N. Bullock, vice-president; T. H. Evans, secretary;
P. A. Kerr, treasurer.

Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants
A meeting of the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants was
held at the Ohio state university October 8, 1921. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year: W. A. Coy, president; Louis G.
Battelle, vice-president; W. E. Langdon, secretary and treasurer; directors:
H. A. Keller, W. D. Wall, Ernest A. Roden and C. A. Gano.
The following papers were read: Auditing Income-tax Reports by
the Internal Revenue Department, by R. F. Bishop; Appraisals in Relation
to Accounting, by Lyle H. Olson; Moot Questions on Balance-sheet and
Profit-and-Loss Statements, by Louis G. Battelle and Predetermined Costs
for Selling Purposes, by Edwin William Breyer.
Otho G. Cartwright and Robert G. Sparrow announce the consolidation
of their practices under the firm name of Cartwright & Sparrow, with
offices at 31 Nassau street, New York.

W. L. Elkins and George T. Durham announce the formation of a
partnership under the firm name of Elkins & Durham, with offices in the
Times-Dispatch building, Richmond, Virginia.

Charles G. Harris & Co. announce the removal of their offices to the
Inter-Southern building, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Sendfor Catalog J-27.

135 Mulberry St., New York
Samples Gladly Furnished

LAWYERS’ L. B. CASE MFG. CO.
5 CEDAR ST., NEW YORK

INTRODUCTION TO
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
By H. A. Finney
Published under the Endowment Fund of the
American Institute of Accountants

ACCOUNTANTS and students of
accounting have manifested a desire
for such a work as this—an elementary
treatise on actuarial science.
Mr. Finney has met the need with this
101-page volume, 5x7 inches, bound in
cloth and printed in large, easily-read type.
The text consists of articles appearing in
The Journal of Accountancy in De
cember, 1919, and January, 1920, and, in
addition, solutions of all problems in
actuarial science contained in the exam
inations of the American Institute of
Accountants up to and including May, 1920.
Every accountant and accounting student
should possess this important addition to
accounting literature.

Price $1.50 delivered in the United States
of America.
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF ACCOUNTANTS
135 CEDAR STREET

NEW YORK

Order direct from the makers

Hano-Weinkrantz Co., Inc.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO TRY US

ANALYSIS PAPER
Buff and White—Four grades—
4 to 28 columns wide, in variety
of styles, always carried in stock,
padded or loose.
Sendfor price list and samples.

L. H. Biglow & Company, Inc.
24 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK

WANTED
January, 1919, Number of The
Journal of Accountancy.
Various subscribers to The Journal
of Accountancy have a need for the
January, 1919, issue. For a limited
number of these copies a price of
50 cents will be paid.
THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, Inc.
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.
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PORTFOLIOS OF DISTINCTION
CENTURY Portfolios are equipment of distinction—known and appreciated for their excellence
of material, superb workmanship and efficient design. In the

CENTURY “DE LUXE” PORTFOLIO (Illustrated)

you will find embodied all the essentials of a practical Portfolio. Made of heavy
leather. Black, Russet, or Cordovan. Solid shawl straps and adjustable handle.
wide pockets, and small pocket, 5" x 9", with flap closed by snap buttons, for memo
etc. Hand-made gold finished staple and hooks for padlock. Strong suspending
Style and Size

507-17" x 11½"

.

.

3-Pkts.

$15.00

4-Pkts.

$16.00

Style and Size

508—18" x 12"

.

.

3-Pkts.

$16.00

English bridle
Three or four
books, pencils,
lock with key.
4-Pkts.

$17.00

Sent prepaid anywhere in the U. S. upon receipt of price. Money immediately refunded if not
satisfactory in every respect. CENTURY Portfolios, Brief Cases and Secretary Cases—some priced
as low as $3—described in our Catalog “DJ.” Sent on request.

CENTURY LEATHER CRAFTS COMPANY 350 Broadway, New York City

| The Lloyd-Thomas Co.
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

APPRAISERS—ENGINEERS

CERTIFIED APPRAISALS
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES
for
Mergers
Cost Systems
Insurance
Accounting

Bond Issues
Credit Extensions
Income Tax
Liquidation

SPECIAL STAFF FOR QUICK
FINANCIAL VALUATIONS OF
LARGE PROPERTIES
CHRONOMETRIC VALUATIONS
FOR FEDERAL TAX PURPOSES
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
EASTERN
WESTERN
75 Fulton St. 1124-1128 Wilson Ave.
New York City
Chicago. Ill.
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

A Real Necessity to All
Accountants and Auditors
THE

AJAX EYELET FASTENER
For Binding Valuable Statements, Vouch
ers, Legal Papers, etc., it is especially
recommended. Its use assures Security
and Permanence and is an Insurance
Against Substitution and Loss

Handles
Three Sizes
of Ajax
Eyelets
without any
Adjustment
THE AJAX
is automatic—
always ready
for immediate
use. With one
stroke of the lever it punches the hole, inserts
and clinches the eyelets in one operation.
Order from your stationer or direct.
Write for our catalogue of office tools

MACHINE APPLIANCE CORPORATION
351-353 Jay Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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DIXON’S

ELdoradO

That New System You
Want to Install
NOW IS THE TIME to place your
order for new forms to be used in billing,
purchasing, stockkeeping, or in the factory
or office you have in mind, so you can
install same on Jan. 1st. Intelligent co
operation and suggestions offered in the
designing of same.
Good work, careful attention to details;
deliveries when promised, reasonable prices.
Send for our representative before placing
your next order.
PEERLESS MANIFOLD BOOK CO.
10 Barclay Street
New York, N. Y.

SAMPLE OFFER

Write for full-length free
samples of “The master
drawing pencil” and of
Dixon’s “BEST” Colored
Pencils. In their field,
the “BEST” Colored Pen
cils hold the same posi
tion of supremacy as
Dixon’s Eldorado.

CHECKING
PEN
A Definite Check
A Check that Informs
Once a user—
always a user

Patented—Improved
Single pen with set of type .... $1.00
Lots of one dozen.......................................9.00
Special price to dealers
Sent prepaid upon receipt of price

Chas. G. Harris Ticking Pen Co.
Made in 17 leads
—one for every
need or prefer
ence.

916 Inter-Southern Building

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Manufacturing Accounts

Legibility! The demand of
every bank official! The
watchword of every bank
employee!

Dixon’s Eldorado! As sure
an aid to legibility as was
ever devised for men who
deal with figures.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
Pencil Dept. 117-J, Jersey City, N. J.

Canadian Distributors:
A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto

An article which discusses the nature
and function of cost accounting, com
ponents of cost data, relation of cost
to general accounting, comparison of
cost and non-cost systems, kinds of
cost systems, control of material, con
trol of labor costs, wage systems and
control of manufacturing expenses, is
included in The Journal of Account
ancy for March, 1921. Other articles
published in this number are :
Treatment of Commitments of Purchasers
Amendments of New York Income-Tax Law
A
posalfor Junior C.P. A. Examinations

Copies of this issue are for sale at
50 cents each

The Journal of Accountancy
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.
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PORTFOLIOS OF QUALITY
STYLE No. 1000 C. P. A.

Size 17 x12 m. Made of heavy
cowhide—three wide pockets and
small pocket inside for pencils
and memorandums—heavy straps
all around attached to sliding ad
justable handle, solid brass plate
with turn buckle loop for padlock.
THIS STYLE IS SOLD BY OTHERS AT
FROM $18.00 TO $20.00

OUR PRICE
$12.50 EACH
SHIPPED ON RECEIPT OF CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

DEALERS.

WRITE FOR OUR PROPOSITION

A. H. MICHAELS
A Staff Instruction Book
“HOW TO AUDIT” is not a text
book for students of accounting. It
is a book of instructions for use as
a guide to staff auditors.
It was written by the principals of
a well-known firm of auditors and
public accountants who wished to
make sure that every job would be
handled as well as though they were
supervising it in person.

A great many firms of accountants
have already placed a copy in the
hands of each of their staff members.
The price is $2.10.
quantities.

Discounts in

The McArdle Press,Inc.
705 Third Ave., New York City

31 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Accounting
Auditing
and

Commercial
Law
Correlated
By
J. F. Sherwood, C. P. A.

For Junior and Senior Accountants who are
preparing for the C. P. A. and Institute examin
ations. Contains 600 questions and problems
selected from C. P. A. and Institute examinations. A
certain phase of accounting is discussed in each chap
ter as to principles, followed by a list of questions and
problems which relate to the subject under discussion.
All the details of an audit are worked out and illus
trated from the beginning of the engagement to the
final report to the client.
Used as basic texts in many of the leading Univer
sities and Colleges. Price (postpaid) $4.00 per volume.

South-Western Publishing Company
309 West Third Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
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1578 Pages of Reference to
Available Accounting Literature
The ACCOUNTANT has at hand a wealth
of useful information. Hitherto it has proved
difficult oftentimes to find the particular data
which, at the moment, are needed.

THE ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
Comprehends the whole of the great wealth of available
accounting literature in the English language in one
reference source, tells the accountant what subjects have
been dealt with on the printed page and makes it easy
for him to find them.
This volume contains 1578 pages of reference, 6 in. by
9 in., printed in such manner as to facilitate reference,
and is bound substantially in cloth strong enough to
withstand the strain of constant use.
It should prove of great value on the reference
shelves of the engineer, public utility officer,
federal, state and municipal employee, librarian,
hanker, merchant, etc., as well as to accountants.

Price $15.00
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Classified Advertisements

Copy for classified advertising must be in hand at the office of the Journal of Accountancy prior to the twentieth day of the month
preceding month of publication. Rates are $9 an inch or fraction for one insertion; $7 an inch or fraction each additional insertion

SITUATIONS WANTED
American of good address
and references; age 28;
experienced in handling audits, investigations, costs, gen
eral system installations and federal taxes. College trained.
Member National Association of Cost Accountants. De
sires connection with firm of C. P. A. or as traveling
auditor for corporation anywhere in the U. S. or abroad.
Minimum compensation, $3,600 per annum.
Box 233 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior Accountant

Certified Public Accountant
Holds Wisconsin degree received by examination; would
like to make new connections about January first. At
present supervising accountant on staff of one of leading
New York firms. Capable report writer. Experience in
general business research and special cost work. Desires
to locate in Wisconsin or adjoining state. Will consider
partnership requiring a small investment. University
graduate. Married. Age 36.
Box 236 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Accountant-Office Manager
Systematizer, organizer, capable correspondent; 18 years’
experience manufacturing, brokerage, commercial; capable
executive, possessing ambition, energy, initiative; open
for engagement. Will go anywhere.
Box 239 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior Accountant-Auditor
Eight years’ experience in accounting—three in public
work of all kinds. Thoroughly expert in complicated tax
problems. College education; age 31; married. Open for
public or private work requiring ability and experience.
Box 240 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.
Four years’ experience;
capable of conducting
audits and preparing income-tax returns, wishes position.
Box 243 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior Accountant

SITUATIONS WANTED
Age 26; two years’ pub
lic accounting, five years’
private experience. High school graduate, La Salle trained,
wants position. Excellent references. Can go anywhere.
Box 234 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Junior-Semi-Senior

Accountant- Office Manager
Thoroughly trained and experienced as cost and general
accountant in metal parts, woodworking, paper, roofing,
milling, baking, public service, etc. Present connections
with five corporations of various sizes. Possesses imagi
nation and initiative to develop methods and systems. My
red tape is not too red. Offer character and ability.
Steady.
Box 248 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.
Young man, age
24, seeks con
nection with C. P. A. or commercial firm. Well educated,
including two years college law. Has three years’ experi
ence on staff of public accountant. Qualified to handle
audits, income-tax returns, etc., without supervision.
Box 242 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Semi-Senior Accountant

By a college graduate
who has three years of
varied accounting experience but desires the experience
necessary to become eligible for the C. P. A. degree.
Age 28. Presbyterian. Salary $2,500.
Box 249 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Experience Wanted

HELP WANTED
Are wanted by New York
firm of accountants. Re
quirements: graduate of recognized school of accountancy;
five years’ public accounting experience; practical experi
ence in compiling federal income and profits-tax returns;
capable of taking complete charge of engagements and
writing reports. Preferably men not adverse to traveling.
Salary commensurate with ability.
Box 232 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior Accountants

Desires permanent posi
tion with an accounting
firm or good commercial concern. Excellent references.
Box 245 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

An Analytical Writer on Accounting
Subjects

12 years’ broad and var
Senior
ied public practice; ex
perience in investigations, audits, cost and general system
installations and income-tax work of most difficult nature,
including supervision of large staffs, preparing complete
reports. Has also had public utility experience. Held im
portant accounting post U. S. government during war.
Will consider traveling or residence proposition, taking
charge branch office, building up clientele, etc. Age 35.
Box 247 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

We have a permanent connection for a man who can
plan, write or edit manuscript on general accounting, cost
accounting, auditing, and specialized accounting subjects.
We want a college or university trained man, preferably
a C. P. A. by examination, who has had practical account
ing experience, and one who has written books or articles
on accounting subjects.
He must have a readable style with ability to put facts
and principles into all copy.
In writing us inclose articles and references.
Box 246 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Junior Accountant

Accountant
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MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

Analysis Paper PRICES REDUCED
Quotations and samples on application

THE HENRY O. SHEPARD COMPANY
632 Sherman Street
Chicago, Illinois
Certified public account
ant (Pa.) desires to pur
chase practice within radius of 100 miles from Phila
delphia, or would consider formation of partnership
with C. P. A. of equal standing.
Box 235 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Will Buy Practice

Certified firm will buy
practice of retiring ac
countants anywhere in the United States.
Box 237 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Will Buy Practice

Will Consider Partnership
Certified public accountant, member of the Institute,
located in a central New York city, would consolidate a
growing practice with that of an individual or firm in a
similar position located in New York city. Christian.
Box 241 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Corporation Trust Company’s Income
Tax Service and War Tax Service,
complete, for the year 1918. Name price and condition.
Box 244 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Will Bay

Who can command a salary of from
$2,500 to $25,000 and upwards and
who are alert to grasp greater opportunities to which ex
perience and ability entitle them are invited to communi
cate with us. Our dignified, confidential service places
you in the position of having responsible employers bid
for your services. This without the slightest embarrass
ment and without jeopardizing your present connection
in any way.
Business Survey Corporation, P. O. Box No. 81, Buffalo,
U. S. A.

Executives

C. P. A. (N. Y.).
Established certi
fied firm, with offices in New York city, desiring to en
large its staff, wishes to communicate with several quali
fied accountants. Preference will be given to men who
have some practice. Address, C. P. A., P. O. Box 1,233,
City Hall Station, New York, N. Y.

Qualified Accountants

Firm of accountants with rap
idly growing clientele desire a
certified public accountant (N. Y.) as an additional
partner. Exceptional opportunity offered to right party.
Box 238 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Want Partner

DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT
By W. B. Reynolds and F. W. Thornton
Cloth-bound; 7 x 5 inches; 107 pages.
PUBLISHED UNDER THE ENDOWMENT FUND OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS

Tells just what is expected of the beginner and of
the more experienced junior accountant. An aid to
learning what to do and how to do it.
Price $1.00
Use this coupon
in sending your
order.

The American Institute of Accountants
135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.
Send me___________ copies of DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR

ACCOUNTANT, inpayment for which I enclose $_____________

Name_________________________________________________________
Occupation_______________ Firm___________________ ____________

Street and Number____________________________________________
City and State_________________________________________________
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Specialized to YOUR TASK
The SWAN" Safety Posting
Fountain Pen
is designed to fulfill the ACCOUNTANT’S need

in that
It does not distract his attention
from his work to the ink bottle.
It is as convenient in use as is
the PENCIL.
It writes a fine even line that
makes books look extremely
neat.
So accurately is the flow regu
lated that almost instant drying
makes the use of a blotter un
necessary.
It writes without pressure and
can be used for long spells with
out tiring the hand.
Ink cannot corrode the point.
It, therefore, does not become
scratchy and unsatisfactory.

THE "SWAN” MUST PROVE IT’S MERIT
Send $4.20 and get a No. 3 pen. It you are not satisfied,
after ten days’ trial return the pen and your money will be
promptly refunded.

MABIE TODD & CO
17 Maiden Lane

New York

209 S. State Street
Chicago
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Pace Institute, by
means of its standardized,
accredited courses in Ac
countancy and Business
Administration, has pioneered the way
for many notable, individual achieve
ments in professional Accountancy and in organized
Business.
Pace Courses—standardized, developmental, immediately help
ful—are available the year round in Day and Evening Classes
in Pace Institute, Washington, Boston, New York, and Newark,
as well as in many affiliated Schools. January class-groups are
now being organized.

One Month’s Trial Instruction $7
The Courses may also be studied by Extension through the mails. Enrol
ment may be made in Extension for a month’s trial instruction upon the
payment of $7—there is no obligation to continue. Write for details of
either Extension or Resident instruction. Ask particularly for the helpful
booklet, “Making Good.”

Pace & Pace
30 Church Street, New York City
715 G St., N.W.

Washington, D. C.

Tremont Temple

24 William St.

Boston, Mass.

Newark, N. J.

From the shop of William Edwin Rudge, New York City

